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Abstract 
Excitatory projection neurons of the neocortex are thought to play important roles in per-

ceptual and cognitive functions of the brain by directly connecting diverse cortical and sub-

cortical areas. However, many aspects of the anatomical and functional organization of 

these inter-areal connections are unknown. The mouse primary somatosensory whisker 

barrel cortex (S1) serves as an important model for investigating the mammalian neocor-

tex, and, here, I firstly investigate the structure and secondly the function of a specific sub-

set of S1 cortico-cortical long-range projection neurons.     

In the first part of my thesis, I studied long-range axonal projections of excitatory 

layer 2/3 neurons with cell bodies located in S1. As a population, these neurons densely 

projected to secondary whisker somatosensory cortex (S2) and primary/secondary whisker 

motor cortex (M1/2), with additional axon in the dysgranular zone surrounding the barrel 

field, perirhinal temporal association cortex and striatum.  

The execution of a goal-directed behavior requires the brain to process incoming 

sensory information from the environment in a context-, learning- and motivation-

dependent manner in order to perform specific motor actions. Cortico-cortical communica-

tion in the context of goal-directed sensorimotor transformation has begun to be studied, 

but little is known about how signaling between interconnected cortical areas is modified 

by sensorimotor learning, as well as in response to changes in reward contingencies. 

Hence, in the second part of my thesis, I studied cortico-cortical dynamics in primary 

whisker somatosensory barrel cortex (S1) of mice during a combined whisker and auditory 

task. Using transgenic mice expressing GCaMP6f combined with two-photon microscopy 

and retrograde labeling techniques, I chronically monitored the activity of excitatory layer 

2/3 neurons in S1 projecting to M1 or S2, while mice learned the behavioral switch task. 

The results demonstrated that both classes of neurons responded after whisker and audi-

tory stimulation. However, the whisker stimulus evoked response was stronger than the 

auditory stimulus evoked response. Neurons projecting to S2 exhibited stronger responses 

compared to neurons projecting to M1 neurons. Those responses remained relatively sta-

ble across training sessions and under different reward conditions. Furthermore, both 
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classes of neurons responded during spontaneous licking, but neurons projecting to S2 

had larger licking-related responses compared to neurons projecting to M1. 

This work therefore furthers our knowledge of the structure and function of specific 

types of cortical projection neurons, which is a necessary step towards detailed under-

standing of how sensory information might be signaled from primary sensory areas to 

downstream brain regions for further processing. 

 

 

Keywords: Neocortex, Whisker primary somatosensory cortex, Whisker motor cortex, 

Whisker secondary somatosensory cortex, Projection neurons, Cortico-cortical connectivi-

ty, Two-photon calcium imaging, Sensorimotor learning, Retrograde labelling, Genetically 

encoded calcium indicators 
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Resume 
Les neurones de projection excitateurs du néocortex jouent un rôle important dans les 

fonctions perceptuelles et cognitives du cerveau en connectant directement différentes 

zones corticales et sous-corticales. Cependant de nombreux aspects anatomiques et 

fonctionnels de ces connexions demeurent inconnues. Le cortex somatosensoriel primaire 

des vibrisses (vS1) chez les rongeurs – également appelé cortex en tonneau – est un 

modèle de choix pour étudier le néocortex des mammifères. Dans le cadre de mes travaux 

de thèse, j’ai examiné la structure et la fonction d’un sous-ensemble spécifique de 

neurones de projections cortico-corticales dans vS1. 

Dans la première partie de ma thèse, j’ai étudié les projections axonales longues 

des neurones des couches 2/3 de vS1. En tant que population, ces neurones se projettent 

fortement vers le cortex somatosensoriel secondaire des vibrisses (vS2) et le cortex 

moteur primaire/secondaire des vibrisses (vM1/M2), avec des axones additionnels dans la 

zone dysgranulaire entourant le champ des tonnaux de vS1, le cortex d’association 

périrhinal temporal et le striatum. 

L’exécution d’un comportement motivé demande au cerveau de traiter l’information 

sensorielle issue de l’environnement externe en fonction du contexte, des connaissances 

et de la motivation du sujet, dans le but d’accomplir des actions motrices les mieux 

adaptées. Le rôle de la communication cortico-corticale dans ces transformations 

sensorimotrices commence à être étudiée, mais peu de choses sont connues sur la 

manière dont la communication entre les aires corticales est modifiée par l’apprentissage 

ou en réponse à changement de règle quant à l’obtention de récompense. Par 

conséquent, dans la seconde partie de ma thèse, j’ai étudié la dynamique cortico-cortical 

dans vS1 chez des souris exécutant une tâche combinant un stimulus tactile (vibrisse) et 

auditif. J’ai utilisé des souris transgéniques exprimant un marqueur fluorescent sensible à 

la concentration intracellulaire de calcium (GCaMP6f) ainsi que de la microscopie 

biphotonique et des techniques de marquage rétrograde. J’ai pu ainsi suivre l’activité des 

neurones excitateurs des couches 2/3 de vS1 projetant vers vM1 et vS2, pendant que la 

souris apprenait la tâche de comportement alterné. Les résultats ont démontré que les 
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deux classes de neurones répondaient après la stimulation des vibrisses et de l’audition. 

Cependant la réponse provoquée par le stimulus de la vibrisse était plus forte que la 

réponse provoquée par le stimulus auditif. Les neurones se projetant vers vS2 ont montré 

des réponses plus marquées comparées à celles des neurones se projetant vers vM1. 

Ces réponses sont restées relativement stables tout au long des sessions d’entraînement 

et sous différentes conditions de récompenses. En outre les deux classes de neurones ont 

répondu pendant la réponse motrice spontanée (léchage), mais les neurones se projetant 

vers vS2 ont des réponses plus longues que les neurones se projetant vers vM1. 

Par conséquent, ce travail a approfondi nos connaissances sur la structure et la 

fonction de types spécifiques de neurones à projection corticale, ce qui est un pas 

nécessaire vers la compréhension détaillée de la manière dont l’information sensorielle 

peut être signalée par les zones sensorielles primaires vers les régions en aval du cerveau 

pour un traitement ultérieur.  

 

 

Mots-clés: néocortex, cortex somatosensoriel primaire des vibrisses, cortex moteur des 

vibrisses, cortex somatosensoriel secondaire des vibrisses, neurones à projection, 

connectivité cortico-corticale, imagerie calcique biphotonique, apprentissage 

sensorimoteur, marquage rétrograde, indicateurs calciques génétiquement codés. 
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‘’The brain is the organ of destiny. It holds 
within its humming mechanism secrets that 

will determine the future of the human race.’’ 

Wilder Penfield 
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  Chapter 1

Introduction 
1.1 Neocortical Microcircuitry: from neurons to neuronal networks 

Since the classic neural doctrine was first described by S. R. y Cajal in the first decade of 

1900s, the field of neuroscience has been revolutionized. Particularly after the 1970s, ad-

vances in microscopy, brain imaging, electrophysiology and genetics have enormously 

expanded our understanding of brain structure and function. Regarding the structural or-

ganization of the brain, there are four major areas: brainstem (medulla, pons, midbrain), 

cerebellum, diencephalon (thalamus and hypothalamus), and cerebral hemispheres or 

telencephalon (cerebral cortex, basal ganglia, hippocampal formation, amygdala and cor-

pus callosum) (Figure 1.1.a). The cerebral cortex is anatomically subdivided into four 

lobes: frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobe. With respect to the functional organi-

zation of the cortex, different brain areas are specialized for different types of information 

processing. The cortex comprises three major functional regions: sensory, motor and as-

sociation areas. In the primary sensory areas, information from mainly one sensory mo-

dality is processed, such as visual, auditory, somatosensory, while in higher association 

areas information from various sensory modalities is integrated, such as audio-visual, 

visuo-tactile or even audio-visuo-tactile inputs. Neurons within these areas are functional-

ly interconnected forming specific neural networks.  

The major cell types that participate in neural microcircuits of the neocortex are: 

pyramidal cells, interneurons and glial cells. Pyramidal cells are characterized by their 

triangular-shaped soma, long axons, apical and basal dendrites, and the presence of 

dendritic spines. Pyramidal neurons exert an excitatory effect on postsynaptic neurons, 

releasing the neurotransmitter glutamate. Interneurons are characterized by their short 

axons and the formation of local connections with other neurons. Interneurons exert ei-

ther an excitatory or inhibitory effect on postsynaptic neurons. The most prominent ex-

citatory interneuron is the spiny stellate cell, which is characterized by several dendrites 

arising from the soma forming a star-like shape. However, the vast majority of  
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Figure 1.1: Brain anatomy, neocortical microstructure and microcircuitry. (a) The main divi-
sions of the mammalian brain. (b) GABAergic interneurons and their connections (Kandel, 
2011). Different types of GABA-ergic neurons (dark gray) and putative GABA-ergic neurons 
(light gray) have different connections in the neocortex. The chandelier cells terminate exclu-
sively on the axons of pyramidal cells; the large and small basket cells axons terminate main-
ly on other cell bodies; the ouble bouquet and neurogliaform cells may also be GABA-ergic. 
(c) The laminar microstructure of the neocortex (Kandel, 2011). The Golgi stain displays cell 
bodies, axons, and dendritic trees of neurons; the Nissl stain reveals cell bodies and proximal 
dendrites; the Weigert stain shows the axonal pattern of myelinated fibers. (d) Canonical ne-
ocortical microcircuitry (Purves, 2008). 
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interneurons are inhibitory neurons that release the neurotransmitter gamma-amino bu-

tyric acid (GABA) from their presynaptic specialisations. Several types of GABAergic in-

terneurons have been found in the neocortex depending on their pattern of connections 

(Figure 1.1.b). It has been estimated that 80% of the total number of neurons in the 

neocortex are excitatory gluatamatergic neurons and 20% are inhibitory GABAergic in-

terneurons. Finally, glial cells are characterized by their function to provide support and 

maintain homeostasis to the neural tissue, and are mainly classified into astrocytes, oli-

godendrocytes and microglia.  

Many studies have focused on the neocortex, as it seems to be involved in high-

er cognitive functions including sensory perception, associative learning, perceptual de-

cision making and motor planning. The mammalian cerebral cortex varies in thickness, 

with the thickest area found in motor cortex, which is about 4.5 mm thick in humans, 

while in fissures it is only 1mm thick (DeFelipe, 2011). The neocortex is a layered struc-

ture composed of interconnected columns. In particular, the neocortex consists of the 

following six layers (Figure 1.1.c), each of which contains different cell types in terms of 

size, shape, inputs and outputs:  

• Layer I (L1)-Molecular layer: consists of dendrites and axons of neurons from 

deeper layers, as well as a few sparsely distributed cells of small size, most of 

which are GABAergic interneurons.  

• Layer II (L2)-External granule cell layer: consists of densely packed small size py-

ramidal and stellate neurons.  

• Layer III (L3)-External pyramidal cell layer: consists of medium-size pyramidal neu-

rons and interneurons.  

• Layer IV (L4)-Internal granule cell layer: consists of numerous pyramidal and stel-

late neurons (major input for sensory afferents).  

• Layer V (L5)-Internal pyramidal cell layer: consists of large pyramidal cell bodies 

and some interneurons.  

• Layer VI (L6)-Multiform layer: is a highly heterogeneous layer, consisting of a mix-

ture of large pyramidal neurons and numerous small spindle-like pyramidal and 

multiform neurons. This layer fuses into the white matter.  

Within the neocortical layers, synaptically connected neurons tend to be vertical-

ly aligned, forming a column-like organization (vertical cylinders), which is a hallmark of 
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all cortical areas (Mountcastle et al., 1997, Hubel et al., 1968). The microcircuitry under-

lying a cortical column is of key importance for processing afferent (input) and efferent 

(output) signals of subcortical and intracortical areas. According to the canonical micro-

circuit (Douglas et al., 2007) (Figure 1.1.d), thalamic input is mainly relayed to L4 of the 

neocortex. Pyramidal neurons in the superficial layers make local connections and also 

project to other cortical areas. L4 excitatory spiny stellate neurons make synapses with 

pyramidal and inhibitory neurons in L4 and other layers. Inhibitory neurons that are 

found in all cortical layers are locally connected with excitatory neurons and with each 

other. Finally, pyramidal cells in deeper layers both make local connections and project 

to subcortical structures (thalamus, striatum, superior colliculum, brainstem).  

With the purpose of understanding neocortical function, one needs to investigate 

this system from both a micro-scopic (local columnar microcircuits) and a macroscopic 

view (connections of distant cortical columns) in different behavioral contexts (Feld-

meyer et al., 2013). The mouse whisker-barrel system is one of the most well studied 

sensory model systems. Single cell analysis of the synaptic circuitry and columnar net-

work activity at the population level, combined with behavioral studies, within the mouse 

barrel cortex, appears a promising approach for the investigation of neocortical function.  

 

1.2 Sensory perception in the brain 

1.2.1 Sensation and perception 

In most sensory modalities (vision, hearing, touch), the energy of a stimulus is trans-

formed into electrical signals by specialised receptors (photoreceptors, mechanorecep-

tors, thermal receptors) (Kandel, 2011). The electrical signals that receptors produce 

are called receptor potentials, and can be either depolarizing or hyperpolarizing signals. 

The sensory information is then transmitted to the central nervous system via specific 

sensory pathways, consisting of nerve fibers with numerous axons that make synapses 

with millions of neurons. In particular, somatosensory information is sequentially relayed 

in the spinal cord, brain stem, thalamus, and finally cerebral cortex. However, percep-

tion is not just a passive transmission of sensory signals, but is formed in higher brain 

areas by feeding back information to earlier stages of processing. The modification of 

incoming sensory signals is mediated by learning, memory and attention mechanisms. 

Thus, perception involves both bottom-up processing of sensory input and top-down ef-
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fects influencing sensory processing.  

The spatial domain in which a stimulus activates a sensory neuron is called its 

receptive field (Purves et al., 2008). For example, the region of the skin where a tactile 

stimulus evokes a response in a touch sensory neuron determines its receptive field. At 

the level of the sensory organ, each receptor encodes the sensory information applied 

to the receptive field in terms of magnitude and temporal properties of the stimulus. 

Thus, the intensity and duration of the stimulus are encoded by the amplitude and time 

course of the receptor potential as well as by the total number of receptors activated. At 

the level of the brain, neurons also have specific receptive fields. However, the activity 

of brain neurons is more complex and variable from trial to trial compared to that of 

sensory neurons in the periphery.  

1.2.2 Coding sensory information 

The information detected by sensory receptors has to travel over a long distance to fi-

nally reach the central nervous system. However, passive propagation is not suffcient to 

transmit the sensory signal to the brain. Transformation of the sensory information into 

action potentials (all-or-none signal) enables its propagation to the central nervous sys-

tem.  

Neurons use sequences or trains of action potentials to transmit sensory infor-

mation in the brain, based on different coding schemes (Gerstner et al., 1997; Shadlen 

et al., 1994). Two of them are the rate code and the temporal code. In the rate code, the 

information is encoded based on the average number of action potentials per unit time 

(firing rate). In the temporal code the information is encoded based on the precise tim-

ing of single action potentials. However, there is still a debate whether rate code or 

temporal code is used or if both are applied and how trial-to-trial variability of the spiking 

pattern is compensated.  

Trial-to-trial variability of neuronal spiking pattern can be reduced using popula-

tion coding. In this coding scheme, stimuli are represented using the activity of a num-

ber of neurons. The two-photon calcium imaging method with the use of calcium indica-

tors enables monitoring the activity of populations of neurons within an area.  

Finally, in the sparse coding scheme, a stimulus is encoded only by a small set of 

neurons at any given point in time. Sparseness might be temporal, meaning that activity 

is only present during only a small number of time periods, or sparseness might refer to 

a small number of activated neurons within a population. There is increasing experi-
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mental evidence for neuronal sparse coding in the supragranular layer II/III of the neo-

cortex (Barth et al. 2012; Crochet et al., 2011; Huber et al., 2008; Houweling et al., 

2007). In this layer, pyramidal neurons have lower firing rates than pyramidal neurons in 

deeper layers for both spontaneous and stimulus evoked activity (Petersen and Crochet, 

2013). However, there is a small subset of neurons with high firing rates (Kerr et al., 

2007; O’Connor et al., 2010; Margolis et al., 2012), many of which are inhibitory inter-

neurons (Gentet et al., 2010; O’Connor et al., 2010; Crochet et al., 2011). The activity of 

this subset of inhibitory neurons might be responsible for the reduction in the firing rate 

of pyramidal neurons that ultimately leads to sparse responses.  

 

1.3 Whisker-barrel cortical network 

1.3.1 Pathway from the whiskers to barrel cortex 

The whisker system is an important sensory system for rodent survival and navigation. 

Whiskers serve as highly sensitive detectors of tactile information about the nearby envi-

ronment. By using their whiskers, rodents can locate an object and collect information 

about its features, such as size, shape and texture, by sweeping their whiskers back-

wards and forwards across the object at (5-10Hz), a movement known as whisking. 

Many whisker-related tasks have been developed recently, underlying the functional 

abilities of this sensory system: whisker deflection detection, object detection, texture 

discrimination, two-alternative forced-choice (O’Connor et al., 2010; Crochet et al., 2011; 

Huber et al., 2012; Petreanu et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012; Chen et., 2013a; Chen et al., 

2013b; Mayrhofer et al., 2013; Sachidhanandam et al., 2013; O’Connor et al., 2013).  

The whiskers on the snout of the rodent are arranged in horizontal rows (la-

beled as A-E) and columns (labelled as 1, 2, 3, etc) (Figure 1.2.a). Additionally, there 

are four posterior whiskers between two consecutive rows, called straddler whiskers (α, 

β, γ, δ) (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970). Each whisker follicle contains numerous 

mechanoreceptors innervated by sensory neurons located in the trigeminal ganglion. 

These specialized receptors transform mechanical energy produced by vibration of the 

whisker into electrical signals. The primary sensory neurons in the trigeminal ganglion 

transmit signals (via the trigeminal nerve) generated from single whiskers towards the 

trigeminal nuclei of the brainstem. The trigeminal nuclei complex consists of the princi- 
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Figure 1.2: Synaptic pathway from whiskers to the primary somatosensory cortex. (a) 
Whisker mapping in the mouse brain (Erzurumlu (2010). The whiskers on the snout of the 
rodent are arranged into rows (AE) and columns (1, 2, 3, etc), including four posterior 
whiskers the straddles (α, β,γ,δ). The maxillary branch of the trigeminal ganglion nerve fiber 
relays signals to the trigeminal nuclei of the brainstem, where neurons are clustered into 
barrelettes. Sensory signals are then conveyed from the trigeminal nuclei to the thalamus, 
where neurons in VPM form barreloids. From the thalamic station, sensory information is 
relayed to the neocortex into the identifiable barrels. PrV: principal trigeminal nucleus, SpV: 
spinal trigeminal nucleus, ION: infraorbital branch of the maxillary nerve. (b) Schematic rep-
resentation of the pathways from the thalamus to S1 (Feldmeyer, 2012): lemniscal 1 (ma-
genta), lemniscal 2 (orange), extralemniscal (blue), and paralemniscal (green). The thalam-
ic relay station is divided in VPM area, where neurons are clustered into barreloids, and 
POM. A barreloid is subdivided into a head, core, and tail region. (c) Excitatory circuitry in 
L2 (left) and L3 (right) of the barrel cortex (Feldmeyer, 2012) POM: posterior medial thalam-
ic nucleus; VPM: ventral posterior medial thalamic nucleus; VPMdm: dorsomedial section of 
VPM; VPMvl: ventrolateral section of VPM.  
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pal nucleus (PrV) and three spinal trigeminal nuclei (oralis, SpVo; interpolaris, SpVi; 

caudalis:SpVc). At this brain location, neurons are clustered into barrelettes, each of 

which represent a single whisker and all together forming a complete map of the whisk-

er layout on the snout of the rodent. At the level of trigeminal nuclei, there are neurons 

that integrate sensory signals from multiple whiskers, as well as neurons that respond 

to a single whisker. Subsequently, sensory information is relayed from the trigeminal 

nuclei to the thalamic nuclei (the ventroposterior medial nucleus (VPM) and posterome-

dial nucleus (POM)). At the level of the thalamus, neurons in VPM are clustered into 

anatomically defined areas called barreloids that are somatotopically arranged accord-

ing to the whisker pad. Thalamocortical neurons then relay the sensory information to 

the cortex via at least four ascending pathways (a brief description is given below) (Pe-

tersen, 2007; Diamond et al., 2008; Deschenes et al., 2010; Bosman et al., 2011; 

Feldmeyer et al., 2012; Feldmeyer et al., 2013). Similar to the trigeminal nuclei and 

thalamus, neurons in the cortex form aggregates called barrels with analogous ar-

rangement to the whiskers layout on the contralateral side of the animals snout. At the 

level of the cortex, sensory information is predominantly directed to the primary soma-

tosensory cortex (S1). In addition, sensory input is distributed in other cortical areas, 

such as the secondary somatosensory cortex and the motor cortex (M1). Considering 

all the relay stations of the whisker pathway to the cortex, for each whisker there is a 

corresponding trigeminal barrelette, a thalamic barreloid, and a cortical barrel (Figure 
1.2.a).  

The four trigemino-thalamo-cortical pathways (lemniscal 1, lemniscal 2, ex-

tralemniscal, and paralemniscal), which differ in terms of brainstem origin, thalamic re-

lay station, and cortical target layer/compartment, are described below (Figure 1.2.b):  

• The lemniscal 1 pathway: Neurons in the PrV barrelettes convey sensory signals 

generated from single whiskers to the corresponding barreloids in the dorsomedial 

region of VPM (VPMdm). The structure of thalamic barreloids is divided into the 

head, core and tail, which constitute different thalamic relay stations for each 

pathway. In this thalamic pathway, sensory information is relayed into the core of a 

barreloid, in which neurons project to L4, L3, L5B, and L6A of the analogous bar-

rels in S1.  

• The lemniscal 2 pathway: Neuronal projections from the PrV convey sensory sig-

nals from multiple whiskers to the head region of the corresponding VPMdm bar-
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reloid. Afferents from this region innervate the L4 septal regions between the bar-

rels.  

• The extralemniscal pathway: Neurons located in barrelettes of the caudal part of 

the SpV (SpVic), which carry information from multiple whiskers, send projections 

to the ventrolateral part of the VPM (VPMvl) (the tail region of the barreloids where 

no clear neuronal clustering is observed). Neuronal afferents from VPMvl termi-

nate in L3, L4 and L6A of the dysgranular zone in S1, as well as in L4 and L6 in 

S2.  

• The paralemniscal pathway: Multi-whisker neurons in the rostral part of SpVi 

(SpVir) (no barrelette structures observed in this area) send projections to the 

POM nucleus of the thalamus. Neurons located in the POM target their axons to 

L1 and L5A barrel regions, as well as to L4 septal regions of the S1. Furthermore, 

POM projects to S2 and M1.  

1.3.2 Microstructure of barrel cortex 

The term barrel was used by Woolsey and Van der Loos (1970) to describe neuronal 

clusters observed in L4 of the mouse primary somatosensory cortex. These neuronal 

formations are characterised by high density of cell bodies of small stellate neurons sur-

rounding a region filled with dendrites, thalamic axons and glial cells (like a barrel ‘hol-

low’). A barrel column is defined as a cylindrical structure (in mice it is about 300 um in 

diameter) of vertically aligned neurons of the six cortical layers to each barrel in L4 

(Feldmeyer et al., 2013). Whisker barrels are separated from each other by areas in L4 

called septa. Neurons that are vertically aligned above and below septa form septal col-

umns (Alloway et al., 2007). The area surounding the barrel field is called dysgranular 

zone.  

Neurons within the barrel system can be activated by providing a rapid deflection to the 

whiskers, but this response depends on the state/position of the whiskers. Deflection of 

a single whisker which corresponds to a specific barrel column, the so-called principal 

whisker, evokes a robust response (Petersen 2007). The direction of whisker deflection 

elicits distinct neuronal responses (Andermann & Moore, 2006; Kremer et al., 2011; 

Tsytsarev et al., 2010).  In addition, deflection of the surrounding whiskers also elicits 

responses in neurons within this barrel column. However, different neurons preferential-

ly respond to certain surround whiskers, so that on average the response is considera-
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bly weaker than the principal whisker response. Moreover, multi-whisker deflections 

with different stimulation patterns induces distinct response patterns in L2/3 barrel cor-

tex neurons (Estebanez et al., 2016). In particular, uncorrelated multi-whisker stimula-

tion induces stronger neuronal responses in the center of barrel columns, whereas cor-

related and anti-correlated multi-whisker stimulation evokes stronger responses in the 

barrel-septal borders, forming rings of multi-whisker responding neurons. 

1.3.3 Excitatory neurons in barrel cortex 

About 6500 neurons are estimated to compose a barrel column, the vast majority of 

which are excitatory (89%) (Lefort et al., 2009). The thickness of the mouse barrel cor-

tex was found to be about 1154 μm, and the depth of each individual layer (distance 

from the pia to the lower boundaries) was measured as: L1= 128 μm, L2 = 269 μm, L3 

= 418 μm, L4 = 588 μm, L5 = 708 μm, L6 = 1154 μm.  

Different types of excitatory neurons, in terms of dendritic and axonal morpholo-

gy, have been found within the mouse barrel column according to laminar location of 

their cell bodies (Lefort et al., 2009; Feldmeyer et al., 2012). L2 contains densely 

packed pyramidal neurons that have short apical dendrites with large tufts in L1. These 

neurons have a long axon extending down to the white matter, with local horizontal pro-

jections in L2/3, deeper projections in L5, and long-range horizontal collaterals covering 

the entire barrel field, in some cases even reaching distant cortical areas like S2 and 

M1. L3 pyramidal neurons have a longer apical dendrite in L1 with less extensive tufts, 

and a long axon with long-range projections as for L2 pyramids. L4 mostly contains 

small spiny stellate neurons with dendrites mainly located within a barrel in L4, and co-

lumnar axonal projections innervating all the layers within the column, predominantly 

L4, L2 and L3. Moreover, L4 includes star pyramidal and pyramidal cells with an apical 

dendrite reaching the superficial layers. L5 contains large soma excitatory neurons of 

two morphological types: pyramidal neurons that have long apical dendrites with slen-

der tufts and few axon collaterals in L1 (mostly found in L5A), pyramidal neurons with 

apical dendrites that have thick tufts (mostly found in L5B). L6A contains pyramidal neu-

rons with vertically aligned untufted dendrites, and pyramidals with tufted dendrites that 

terminate in L4. Additionally in this layer, pyramidal cells with inverted dendritic orienta-

tion have been observed. L6B is a highly heterogeneous layer containing pyramidal 

cells with diverse dendritic arborisations.  
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1.3.4 Excitatory synaptic input-output in L2/3 barrel cortex 

The activity pattern of pyramidal cells in L2/3 depends on their location (barrel or septa) 

and depth (superficial L2 or deeper L3) in the barrel cortex (Shepherd et al., 2005; Pe-

tersen & Crochet, 2013). Electrophysiological recordings in L2/3 in the mouse barrel 

cortex during active whisker touch have shown that pyramidal neurons located deeper 

in L3 responded fast, with short latency and large amplitude (Crochet et al., 2011). 

However, superficial excitatory neurons located in L2 responded with smaller amplitude, 

and longer latency and duration. The fast and large responses of L3 neurons might be 

driven by three input sources: the direct thalamocortical projections from the VPM (lem-

niscal 1 pathway), the strong recurrent excitatory connections between L3 pyramidal 

cells, and the axons collaterals coming from L4 excitatory neurons (Lefort et al., 2009; 

Feldmeyer et al., 2012). On the other hand, the small and slow responses of L2 neu-

rons might be due to the lack of input from the thalamus, as well as to the higher densi-

ty in GABAergic neurons compared to L3 (Figure 1.2.c (right panel)). The sensory re-

sponses of L2 pyramidal neurons are likely to be driven primarily by intracortical excita-

tory inputs from L2, L3, L4 and L5 (Figure 1.2.c (left panel)). In addition, both L2 and L3 

pyramidal neurons, which have apical dendrites in L1, receive input from POM projec-

tions in L1 (paralemniscal pathway), with L2 neurons forming more synaptic connec-

tions due to their larger dendritic tufts. The apical tufts of L2/3 neurons also receive in-

put from M1 projections in L1 (M1 is involved in voluntary control of whisker move-

ments) (Matyas et al., 2010; Mao et al., 2011). Thus L2/3 synaptic connections in L1 

with POM and M1 might integrate signals related to whisker position and movement. 

Furthermore, neurons in superficial L2/3 are innervated by long-range axonal collaterals 

of neurons in the S2.  

Considering the morphological properties of L2/3 excitatory neurons, the output 

signals of these neurons are directed locally within L2/3, vertically to deeper cortical 

layers, horizontally across the entire barrel field, as well as to other cortical regions. As 

previously mentioned, pyramidal cells in L2/3 have a long axon extending down to 

deeper cortical layers, which forms strong synaptic contacts mainly with the basal den-

drites of interconnected L5A and L5B pyramidal neurons (the prominent cortical output 

layer) (Lefort et al., 2009; Petreanu et al., 2012). Furthermore, L2/3 excitatory neurons 

make local connections with neighboring L2/3 pyramidal neurons [Lefort et al., 2009; 

Feldmeyer et al., 2006). Long-range horizontal collaterals of L2/3 neurons extend 
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across the barrel field making contacts with surrounding cortical columns, thus being in 

a position to coordinate synaptic activity with respect to the neighboring barrel columns 

(Adesnik et al., 2010).  

Additionally to the horizontal axon collaterals within S1, L2/3 pyramidal neurons 

project to other cortical areas. Long-range projections to the contralateral barrel field via 

the corpus callosum have been found, predominantly targeting L2/3, L5A and L5B and 

to a less extend L6 neurons (Petreanu et al., 2007; Aronoff et al., 2010). S1 reciprocally 

innervates S2 via large-scale horizontal collaterals emerging from pyramidal neurons in 

L2/3 and L5 of the barrel cortex (Aronoff et al., 2010). Moreover, L2/3 and L5 neurons in 

S1 send long-range axonal projections to M1 innervating preferentially L2/3, and as 

mentioned earlier, M1 neurons project back to S1, forming a feedback loop. It has been 

shown that both S1 neurons projecting to M1 and S1 neurons projecting to S2 have dis-

tinct functional properties in behaving animals (Matyas et al., 2010; Petreanu et al., 

2012; Chen et al., 2013a; Yamashita et al., 2013).  

 

1.4 Long-range cortical dynamics in barrel cortex 

Long-range connections between cortical areas play an important role in sensorimotor 

processing and behavior (Buzsaki, 2010; Kopell et al., 2014; Fries, 2015). However, the 

exact role and function in cortical dynamics remain an open question. In recent years, 

progress has been made in understanding cortico-cortical dynamics by studying func-

tional interactions between S1 and M1 as well as between S1 and S2. 

Studies have shown that interactions between S1 and M1 appear to have sever-

al functions (Figure 1.3.a). Electrophysiological recordings of neurons in S1 projecting 

to M1 (M1p) demonstrated that passive tactile stimulation evoked faster and larger 

postsynaptic potentials (PSPs), as well as phasic action potential firing, while repetitive 

active touch evoked strongly depressing PSPs and only transient firing (Yamashita et 

al., 2013). M1p neurons reliably encoded texture related fine kinematic features such as 

whisker angle, stick-slip events and curvature changes. (Chen et al., 2015). Further-

more, input from S1 to M1 can affect whisker movement, (Sreenivasan et al., 2016). 

Optogenetic inactivation of S1 excitatory neurons caused hyperpolarization of mem-

brane potential and reduced firing rate in M1, along with reduced whisking activity. On 

the contrary, optogenetic excitation of S1 drove activity in M1 neurons, as well as 
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evoked long-latency M1-dependent whisking (Sreenivasan et al., 2016). Thus, the S1 to 

M1 pathway might be involved in initiating motor plans after stimulus detection and 

probably in responses to specific stimulus features. 

Regarding the M1 to S1 pathway, studies on trained mice on a whisker-based 

object localisation task have shown that calcium activity of axons from neurons in M1 

projecting to S1 carries mixed information about whisker kinematic features, object lo-

cation, and touch (Petreanu et al., 2012). Thus, neurons in S1 receive motor and sen-

sory information from M1, which is critical for object identification and navigation by ac-

tive touch.  Moreover, axonal projections from M1 to S1 are thought to mediate whisker 

retraction (Matyas et al., 2010). Dendritic imaging of L5 pyramidal neurons in S1 in mice 

performing an object localization task has shown large-amplitude calcium signals along 

the apical tuft dendrites when active touch occurred at specific object locations or 

whisker angles. These calcium signals require both vibrissal sensory input and primary 

Figure 1.3:  a) Functional interactions between S1 and M1. b) Functional interactions be-
tween S1 and S2 (Ni & Chen, 2017). 
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motor cortex activity (Xu et al., 2012). These findings suggest that M1 to S1 pathway 

facilitates whisker-based object localisation and possibly other functions that require 

sensorimotor integration.  

On the other hand, interactions between S1 and S2 areas appear to serve differ-

ent functions (Figure 1.3.b). Whole-cell recordings of neurons in S1 projecting to S2 

(S2p), in contrast to M1p neurons, demonstrated sustained firing in response to passive 

whisker stimulation and accumulated responses to repetitive active touch (Yamashita et 

al., 2013). This might indicate that S2p neurons have the ability to integrate sensory in-

formation over time, which might be essential for object feature recognition. In addition, 

during texture discrimination S2p neurons exhibited stronger responses and enhanced 

choice-related activity compared to other S1 neurons, as well more accurately encoding 

of different textures (Chen et al., 2013). During learning of a texture discrimination task, 

only S2p neurons developed activity patterns correlated with the animal’s decision, con-

trary to M1p neural responses that reliably and stably encoded basic kinematic features 

(Chen et al., 2015). In a single whisker stimulus detection task, learning evoked licking-

related depolarization in S2p neurons, which was correlated with the animal’s decision 

(Yamashita & Petersen, 2016). Therefore, S2p neurons might be related to the acquisi-

tion of choice- or context-related responses during behavioral learning. Regarding the 

S2 to S1 pathway, imaging S2 axonal responses in S1 in mice performing a whisker de-

tection task showed that activity encoding touch and choice were present in S2 and 

propagates in a S1-S2 loop such that S2 cortical feedback might reinforce feedforward 

input from S1 (Kwon et al., 2016). 

 

1.5 Whisker detection task 

A standard method for studying the function of neocortical activity is the coupling of sin-

gle-cell and/or neuronal populations analysis with behavioural studies underlying higher 

cognitive functions such as sensory perception and decision-making. Perceptual deci-

sions can be studied using different conditions and sets of stimuli, for instance different 

amplitudes or frequencies of a sound stimulus, or different orientations of moving bars. 

Psychometric functions are then used to describe the subject’s performance to certain 

stimulus features. A psychometric curve plots the percentage of times the subject re-

ports detecting the stimulus as a function of stimulus amplitude. The main characteristics 

of a psychometric curve are the threshold and the slope. The sensory threshold denotes  
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Figure 1.4: The detection task (Sachidhanandam et al., 2013). (a) The experimental setup, par-
adigm and time sequence of an individual trial. (b) The probability of licking in trials with stimu-
lus (hit) and in trials without stimulus (false alarm) over daily training sessions. (c) Early phase 
and late depolarization in example hit and miss trials during whole-cell Vm recordings.  
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the stimulus strength that gives a 50% response. The slope of a psychometric curve in-

dicates how sensitive the sensory system is in detecting a stimulus feature. On the other 

hand, neurometric curves are used to describe neuronal responses to certain stimulus 

features during a decision task. The comparison of psychometric and neurometric curve 

helps the understanding of the mechanisms underlying perceptual decision-making 

(Stuttgen et al., 2011).  

In a simple tactile whisker-dependent detection task (Sachidhanandam et al., 

2013), head-restrained mice are trained to detect single C2 whisker deflections, and re-

port sensory perception via licking a waterspout so as to receive a reward (Figure 
1.4.a). Whisker deflections of 1ms are provided by magnetic stimulation of iron particles 

attached to the C2 whisker. Stimulus arrives at random time points with an intertrial in-

ternal in the range of 2-8 s, and without any preceding cue. In order to control for spon-

taneous licking, catch trials (no stim) are intermixed with stimulus trials (C2 whisker 

stim), where no stimulus is applied and no reward is delivered. A typical training period, 

where the mice have learned to perform the task reaching stable psychometric perfor-

mance is about 7 to 10 days (Figure 1.4.b).  

Whole cell recordings of neurons in the barrel cortex during the detection task 

have revealed membrane potential correlates of sensory perception (Figure 1.4.c) 

(Sachidhanandam et al., 2013). In particular, whisker stimulation induces an early and 

reliable sensory response within less than 50 ms, whereas a late depolarization is ob-

served at 50 to 400 ms after the stimulus onset, which is enhanced on hit trials com-

pared to misses. In another study, whole cell recordings were performed on neurons in 

S1 projecting to either S2 (S2p) or M1 (M1p) during the whisker detection task, in ex-

pert as well as in naïve mice (Yamashita & Petersen, 2016). They found that whisker 

stimulation in expert mice, evoked the strongest response in S2p neurons correlated 

with task performance. The largest difference in activity during task performance be-

tween S2p and M1p neurons was observed during the lick period, which was 250-1000 

ms upon whisker stimulation. Furthermore, electrophysiological recordings from GA-

BAergic inhibitory neurons in L 2/3 of S1 were performed during the execution of the 

whisker detection task (Sachidhanandam et al., 2016). In this study, they observed dis-

tinct neuronal properties amongst parvalbumin-expressing (PV), vasoactive intestinal 

peptide-expressing (VIP), and somatostatin-expressing (SST) neurons during task per-

formance. Calcium imaging experiments have shown enhanced decision-related signal-

ing in S2p neurons during a whisker detection task (Kwon et al., 2016; Yang et al., 
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2016), which might be supported through reciprocal neuronal excitation of S1 and S2 

areas. 

 

1.6 Two-photon laser-scanning microscopy 

1.6.1    Fundamental principles of two-photon microscopy 

Two photon-excited fluorescence laser-scanning microscopy (Denk et al., 1990) is a 

high-resolution non-linear imaging technique that allows cellular imaging up to ~1000 

μm depth in living tissues. Two-photon imaging in combination with calcium indicators 

enables monitoring neuronal activity within a population of neurons both in-vitro and in-

vivo (Stosiek et al., 2003; Helmchen et al., 2005; Svoboda et al., 2006; Konig et al., 

2000). Compared to linear imaging techniques, where light interacts with a single pho-

ton in the elementary process, non-linear microscopy is based on higher-order light 

matter interactions, where multiple photons are involved in the signal generation pro-

cess. Two-photon microscopy is based on the physical phenomenon of fluorescence 

excitation by two-photon absorption, where a fluorescence molecule is excited to a 

higher energy state when two simultaneously arriving photons (within 0.5 fs) are ab-

sorbed. Subsequently, the excited fluorophore returns to its baseline via fluorescent 

emission of a single photon, the energy of which is slightly less than the sum of the en-

ergies of the two absorbed photons (Figure 1.5.a).  

The probability of this phenomenon to occur is extremely low, and depends on 

the square of the photon density of the excitation light. Therefore, the excitation light 

has to be concentrated in space and time. Concentration in space requires high numer-

ical aperture (NA) objectives for focusing the laser beam in order to achieve high spatial 

densities of photons. Concentration in time requires the use of lasers producing ultra-

short pulses (about 100 fs) of light. Typical lasers used for two-photon microscopy pro-

vide pulses of width ~100 femtoseconds at a rate of about 80 MHz. There are primarily 

two advantages of two-photon over confocal microscopy (single photon absorption) for 

long-term imaging in highly scattering tissue, such as the neocortex of living animals: 

firstly, in two-photon microscopy the energy of each of the two photons used to excite a 

fluorophore is almost half the energy of the emitted photon, whereas in confocal mi-

croscopy the energy of the excitation photon should be higher than the energy of the 

emitted photon. Typically, the light spectra used for two-photon excitation lies in the 
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range of 700-1000 nm (near infrared), whereas for single-photon is within the 300 - 500 

nm range (ultraviolet and visible). The wavelength of the emitted photons depends on 

the type of fluorophore used, and commonly occurs in the visible spectral range (400-

700 nm). The main advantages of using near infrared light is deeper penetration into 

scattering tissue (up to 1000 μm) due to the longer wavelength, and less phototoxicity 

due to lack of endogenous one-photon absorbers in this optical window of cells and tis-

sues. Secondly, in two-photon microscopy, the fluorescence signal originates mainly 

from the point that the laser beam has been focused on after passing the objective 

(Figure 1.5.b), due to the fact that two-photon absorption depends on high photon den-

sities (light intensity). However, in confocal microscopy single photon excitation occurs 

within the whole light cone of the focused laser beam, thus, a pinhole is utilized to ex-

clude out-of-focus background signal from detection. The localization of excitation in 

two-photon microscopy is of great importance, as all the emitted fluorescence photons 

originate from the focal plane provide useful signal (no need of a pinhole), even those 

photons that have been scattered and eventually turn back to the detection path (Fig-
ure 1.5.c). Additionally, light above and below the focal plane causes less bleaching 

and phototoxicity, than in confocal microscopy.  

1.6.2 A two-photon laser-scanning microscope setup 

In two photon laser-scanning microscopy, an image is generated by moving the focal 

point of a laser beam over the sample using a pair of scanning mirrors, where at each 

mirror position, the fluorescent emitted light is collected by a photo multiplier tube 

(PMT), and finally assigned to certain pixels of the image (Konig, 2000; Helmchen & 

Denk, 2005; Svoboda & Yasuda, 2006). The typical optical pathway of a two-photon 

microscope (Figure 1.5.d) starts from the laser source, which is an ultrafast pulsed-

laser providing near- infrared (700-1000 nm) ultrashort pulses of ~100 fs width and ~80 

MHz rate. Because the laser beam is linearly polarized, the intensity can be adjusted by 

using a λ/2 waveplate and a polarizer. In addition, acousto- or electro-optical devices 

(Pockels cell or Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM)) can be used to adjust laser beam in-

tensity, by modifying the phase, frequency, polarization or amplitude of the laser. Such 

devices can also be used to automatically compensate for power loss with depth 

(Helmchen & Denk, 2005; Kremer et al., 2008; Akemann et al, 2015). The laser beam 

size is then expanded using a telescope (pair of curved lenses). Then, the beam is de-

flected in x-y directions by a scanning device (pair of galvanometric or resonant scan 
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Figure 1.5: Two-photon laser scanning microscopy. (a) Simplified Jablonski diagram of sin-
gle photon and two-photon excitation process. (b) In single-photon microscopy an entire 
cone of fluorescence light (green) is generated, whereas in two-photon microscopy fluores-
cent signal is localized only in the perifocal region. (c) In scattering tissue, photons emitted in 
directions outside the aperture angle can still be collected if they return to the detection path. 
(d) Basic elements of a two-photon microscope: pulsed near-infrared laser, pockels cell, 
beam expander, X-Y scanners, scan lens, tube lens, dichroic mirror, objective, photomulti-
plier tube (PMT).  
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ners or acousto-optic deflectors (AODs)) (Helmchen & Denk, 2005; Kremer et al., 2008; 

Grewe and Hemlchen, 2014; Akemann et al, 2015), and further expanded by passing 

through a pair of scan and tube lens, in order to fill the back aperture of the objective. 

After passing through the objective, the beam focuses into the sample, and fluores-

cence emission occurs within a certain area defined by the scanning amplitude of the 

mirrors. The fluorescent light passes through the objective (following the opposite direc-

tion of the excitation light), then is reflected by 90 degrees using a dichroic mirror 

(beamsplitter), and finally is collected by the PMT.  

 

1. 7    Chronic in-vivo two-photon calcium imaging  

1.7.1  Fundamental principles of calcium imaging  

Cells maintain concentration gradients for particular ions across their cell membranes 

through ion-specific pumps (Kandel et al., 2011). These ionic gradients develop the 

electrical membrane potential of a cell, which can be altered when the cell is electrically 

excited by temporarily changing its permeability for certain ions via gateable transmem-

brane channels. Particularly in neurons, changes in membrane potential accompanied 

with action potentials are associated with movement of calcium ions from the extracellu-

lar space to the cytoplasm leading to an increase in intracellular calcium concentration. 

Neurons at rest have a calcium concentration of about 50 - 100 nM, but when electrical-

ly activated this level increases up to 10 times (Grienberger et al., 2012). This transient 

increase of the intracellular calcium concentration, termed a calcium transient (Δ[Ca]), 

is characterised by a sharp rise followed by an exponential decay with a time constant 

of around 100-200 ms for neuronal somata. Calcium influx from the extracellular com-

partment to the cytosol is mediated by voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCC), iono-

tropic glutamate receptors (Ca2+ permeable AMPA-R, NMDA-R), nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors (nAChR), and transient receptor potential type (TRP) channels. Calcium ef-

flux from the cytosol to the extracellular space is mediated by the plasma membrane 

calcium ATPase (PMCA), and sodium-calcium exchanger (NCX). Additionally, calcium 

exchange within the cell is established by internal stores such as the endoplasmic retic-

ulum (ER) and mitochondria. In particular, calcium release from the ER occurs via inosi-

tol trisphosphate receptors (IP3R) and ryanodine receptors (RyR). Calcium influx from 

the cytosol to the ER is maintained by the sarco-endoplasmic reticulum calcium 
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ATPase (SERCA) (Figure 1.6.a) (Grienberger et al., 2012). The free calcium concen-

tration within the cytosol is determined by the three following processes: (1) calcium 

balance of influx and efflux between extracellular space and cytosol, (2) calcium ex-

change from internal storages, (3) calcium buffering by calcium-binding proteins (par-

valbumin, calbindin and calretinin). A key aspect is that only free intracellular calcium 

ions are biologically active, and calcium-binding properties determine their dynamics 

within the cytosol.  

1.7.2 Calcium indicators 

As mentioned above, membrane potential changes in neurons are accompanied by 

changes in intracellular calcium concentration. Small fluorescent molecules that change 

their optical properties based on fluctuations of calcium concentration, called calcium 

indicators, have been widely used to explore neuronal activity. In particular, calcium in-

dicators bind to free calcium ions forming a - Indicator complex (Grynkiewicz et al., 

1985). Both the formation of the - Indicator complex as well as the reverse process 

should be faster than calcium influx in order to maintain equilibrium in the binding pro-

cess:  

  + Indicator ⇔ {Indicator  }complex  

The affinity of the calcium indicator is given by the dissociation constant , 

which is a relation among the concentration of indicator molecules, calcium ions and 

calcium-indicator complex:  

 

When a neuron is filled with an indicator at a certain concentration [Indicator], its 

baseline fluorescence  depends on the concentration of free intracellular calcium ions 

under resting conditions (50-100 nM). When the neuron is activated calcium 

enters the cytosol increasing the total intracellular calcium concentration (10 to 100 

folds), leading to changes in fluorescence intensity of the indicator due to calcium bind-

ing. At any time point, calcium signals translate into fluorescence signals, which typically 

are expressed as fluorescence changes relative to the baseline fluorescence signal 

(Smetters et al., 1999; Peterlin et al., 2000):  
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or when someone takes into account the background fluorescence signal, which can be 

measured in blood vessel lumen (Kerr et al., 2005):  

 

 

where  is the baseline fluorescence defined as the average fluorescence signal dur-

ing a time period when the cell is at rest,  is the fluorescence signal at time t,  the 

aveage background signal at rest and  the background fluorescence at time t.  

There are two major types of indicators for measuring calcium transients in neu-

rons: the fluorescent chemical (or synthetic) calcium indicators (Grynkiewicz et al., 

1985, Tsien et al., 1989; Paredes et al., 2008) and the genetically encoded calcium in-

dicators (GECIs) (Looger et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2012; Knopfel et al., 2012). Synthetic 

calcium indicators (e.g, Fura-2, Calcium Green, Fluo-4, or Oregon Green BAPTA), of-

ten referred to as traditional dyes, have been widely used in two-photon calcium imag-

ing as they are very sensitive (easily two-photon excited at wavelengths between 800-

900 nm) and can be loaded into neurons using several chemical or physical methods 

(targeted single-cell electroporation, local electroporation, multi-cell bolus loading, 

transgenesis) (Tsien, 1981; Frostig et al., 2009; Grienberger et al., 2012). However, 

synthetic sensors cannot easily be targeted to specific cell types and populations, and 

their loading methods are highly invasive and can be damaging to tissue. Also, they 

cannot be used for chronic in vivo imaging. On the other hand, genetically encoded cal-

cium indicators, are engineered proteins that are artificially expressed in targeted cell 

types after introducing them through DNA sequences (by using viral infection or 

transgenesis). Genetically encoded calcium indicators are used for non-invasive long-

term imaging of identified neurons and neuronal populations (Grienberger et al., 2012; 

Rochefort et al., 2008).  

1.7.3 Genetically encoded calcium indicators 

The development of genetically encoded calcium indicators (Miyawaki et al., 1997)  

emanated from the achievement of three important steps: the discovery of green fluo-

rescent protein (Shimomura et al., 1962), the engineering of GFP color variants (Heim 
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and Tsien, 1996), and the study of biochemical interaction between the calcium-binding 

protein calmodulin (CaM) and the calmodulin-binding peptide M13 (CaM-M13 complex).   

(Porumb et al., 1996).  

There are two major types of genetically encoded calcium indicators (McCombs 

et al., 2008; Looger et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2012; Knopfel et al., 2012, Koldenkova and 

Nagai, 2013; Lin and Schnitzer, 2016; Ni et al., 2017), those involving Forster reso-

nance energy transfer (FRET) and the single-fluorophore ones. FRET sensors, such as 

FIP-  (Romoser et al., 1997) and Yellow Cameleon (Miyawaki et al., 1997), change 

the emission spectra depending on the relative orientation and distance (should be less 

than 10 nm) between a donor and an acceptor fluorophore. In the case of Yellow 

Cameleon 3.60 (Figure 1.6.b), the donor is the enhanced cyan fluorescent protein 

(ECFP) and the acceptor is the circularly permuted Venus protein. These two proteins 

are linked together by the CAM-M13 complex. When there is no calcium influx the 

emission is dominated by the blue ECFP fluorescence. When the cell is activated, cal-

cium ions bind to the CaM-M13 complex of the sensor, and conformational changes oc-

cur leading to the reduction of the distance between the donor and the acceptor. This 

Figure 1.6: Neuronal calcium imaging (Grienberger et al., 2012). (a) Calcium signaling in 
neurons. Sources of calcium influx and efflux in neurons, calcium exchange from internal 
sources, and calcium binding proteins. (b) FRET-based genetically encoded calcium indi-
cators. (c) Single fluorophore calcium indicators (GCaMP family).  
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results in excitation of the Venus protein due to FRET and the emission of yellowish 

photons (about 530 nm). The calcium signal is expressed as the ratio of the acceptor 

signal over the donor signal. The single-fluorophore sensors also contain the CAM-M13 

complex, which is connected to the circularly permuted enhanced green fluorescent 

protein (EGFP) (Figure 1.6.c). Again, in the presence of calcium, CaM-M13 interactions 

lead to conformational changes that stimulate fluorescence emission. The GCaMP 

family are single-fluorophore GECIs that are widely used in calcium imaging experi-

ments, including GCaMP-2 (Akerboom et al., 2009), GCaMP-3 (Tian et al., 2009), 

GCaMP-5 (Akerboom et al., 2012), GCaMP-6 (Chen et al., 2013d) and the recently de-

veloped GCaMP-X (Yang et al., 2018). GCaMP-6 is an ‘ultrasensitive’ calcium sensor 

that enables the detection of single action potentials in neuronal somata and dendritic 

spines under optimal recording conditions. The GCaMP6 sensor has three versions, 

which differ in terms of kinetics (GCaMP6s, 6m and 6f for slow, medium and fast kinet-

ics respectively), with the GCaMP6f version being the fastest with sensitivity similar to 

synthetic indicators (single AP rise time: 45 ± 4 ms, decay time: 142 ± 11 ms) (Chen et 

al., 2013d). Recently, an ultrafast GCaMP6  version has been developed that displays 

fluorescence rise and decay times 9 and 22-fold faster than GCaMP6f respectively 

(Helassa et al., 2016). Furthermore, red-shifted GECI’s have been used in the last dec-

ade to monitor neuronal activity, facilitating in-vivo deep-tissue calcium imaging (Zhao 

et al., 2011; Collot et al., 2012; Akerboom et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014; Inoue et al., 

2015; Dana et al., 2016). The red calcium sensors are based on circularly permuted red 

fluorescent proteins (RFPs), a calcium-binding protein (calmodulin) and a binding pep-

tide (M13 or ckkap). 

 When choosing a GECI for two-photon calcium imaging, there are three im-

portant criteria to consider: the affinity, the kinetics, and the dynamic range (the maxi-

mum signal change at calcium saturation) of the sensor. Low-affinity sensors provide 

greater dynamic range, which is useful for measuring large calcium transients (e.g., 

from high-frequency spike trains). High-affinity sensors are chosen for generating large 

amplitude fluorescence changes enabling the detection of small calcium transients (e.g, 

from single action potentials), but they tend to saturate more easily as they buffer more 

. The kinetics of the indicator depends on the calcium extrusion but also on the cell 

size and the buffering properties of the calcium indicator. Due to the fact that the calci-

um indicator acts as an additional calcium buffer, calcium transients are reduced and 

prolonged with increasing concentration. This effect depends on the calcium buffering 
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capacity (ratio of the change in buffered calcium and the change in free calcium follow-

ing calcium influx) of the indicator ( ) and the endogenous calcium binding proteins 

(Ks). 

1.8 Aims of the PhD thesis 

The primary somatosensory whisker barrel cortex (S1) is a specialized region in soma-

tosensory cortex responsible for processing whisker sensory information (Woolsey and 

Van der Loos, 1970; Petersen, 2007; Diamond et al., 2008; Feldmeyer et al., 2013). 

Excitatory projection neurons in S1 are thought to play important roles in sensory per-

ception and goal-directed behavior by directly connecting diverse cortical and subcorti-

cal areas (Chen et al., 2013, 2015; Yamashita et al., 2013; Kwon et al., 2016; Yamashi-

ta and Petersen, 2016). However, many aspects of the anatomical and functional or-

ganization of these inter-areal connections are unknown.  

Anterograde tracers have been used to track long-range axonal projections from 

S1 to other brain areas, and axons were found in several locations (White and DeAmi-

cis, 1977; Welker et al., 1988, 1996; Aronoff et al., 2010; Zakiewicz et al., 2011; Zingg 

et al., 2014). It has been observed that long-range projections of neocortical excitatory 

neurons vary according to the layer in which the cell body is located (Harris and Shep-

herd, 2015; Zeng and Sanes, 2017). Pyramidal neurons located in L5/6 of the neocor-

tex send their axons to many cortical and subcortical targets, whereas, currently there is 

no study on long-range projections of L2/3 pyramidal neurons. Thus, in the first part of 

my thesis I investigate long-range axonal projections of layer 2/3 excitatory neurons 

with cell bodies located in S1. 

The execution of a goal-directed behavior requires the brain to process incoming 

sensory information from the environment, and then transfer it to other brain areas 

through excitatory long-range projection neurons, in order to perform specific motor ac-

tions. Cortico-cortical communication in the context of goal-directed sensorimotor trans-

formation has begun to be studied (Chen et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 

2016; Yamashita & Petersen, 2016), but little is known about how signaling between in-

terconnected cortical areas is modified by learning (Holtmaat & Caroni, 2016), as well 

as in response to changes in reward contingencies. Hence, in the second part of my 

thesis, I study the function of a subset of S1 cortico-cortical long-range projection neu-

rons during a whisker and auditory task. Using transgenic mice expressing GCaMP6f 
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combined with two-photon microscopy and retrograde labeling techniques, I chronically 

monitored the activity of excitatory layer 2/3 neurons in S1 projecting to whisker motor 

cortex (M1p) or secondary somatosensory cortex (S2p), while mice learned the whisker 

and auditory task. 

In this task, at the first part of training, mice learned to lick a water reward spout 

in response to detected auditory stimuli. After several days of training in the auditory de-

tection task, whisker stimuli were introduced in randomly interleaved trials. Licking in 

response to whisker stimuli were also rewarded, and mice rapidly learned to lick on 

both whisker and auditory trials. Subsequently, when mice were experts in the detection 

of both sensory modalities, they underwent 2 days of extinction learning on whisker tri-

als, in which licking in response to whisker stimulation was not rewarded. Finally, re-

ward was reinstated in whisker trials. The first part of training, in which mice learned the 

detection of only auditory stimuli, was implemented in order to establish a stable base-

line behavior before the phase of whisker detection learning. During this first phase, 

mice are habituated onto the behavioral setup, and are engaged into the behavioural 

training procedure, in which they learn how to lick from the water spout in response to 

detected stimuli of a different sensory modality than tactile. In this way, we wanted to 

dissociate from reward-based tactile associative learning possible effects caused by 

habituation learning on the setup under head-restrained conditions, as well as lick 

learning from the water spout. In addition, auditory detection during the whole training 

process enable us to control for sessions of unexpected behavioral performance, for 

example sessions in which mice were not thirsty, thus were not motivated to perform 

the task for water reward (e.g after a short break of 1-2 sessions of unrestricted access 

to water), or extinction sessions in which mice could possibly lose motivation after a 

number of unrewarded trials. 

In order to better understand the function S2p and M1p neurons in S1 during 

goal-directed behavior, and how this is modified by learning, analysis of the results was 

based on answering the following questions: 

• How whisker and auditory stimulus are represented by S2p and M1p L2/3 neu-

rons in S1 in mice performing the whisker and auditory detection task?  

• How licking behavior affects S2p and M1p sensory evoked responses? 

• How spontaneous unrewarded licking is represented by S2p and M1p neurons in 

S1? 
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• Does learning affect S2p and M1p neuronal responses? 

• How stable is the activity of these two cell types across training sessions? 

• How stable is the activity of these two cell types under different reward condi-

tions?  
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Chapter 2 

Diverse long-range axonal projections of 
excitatory layer 2/3 neurons in mouse bar-
rel cortex 
 

The text of this chapter directs to the following published journal article:  

Yamashita, T., Vavladeli, A., Pala, A., Galan, K., Crochet, S., Petersen, S. S. A. and Pe-

tersen, C. C. H. (2018). Diverse long-range axonal projections of excitatory layer 2/3 neu-

rons in mouse barrel cortex. Frontiers in Neuroanatomy 12, 33.  

My contribution to this work was the study of axonal projections of L2/3 neuronal 
populations based on viral injections.  In particular, I performed neuronal labeling, 
sample preparation, as well as data analysis of population data. 

 

 

Abstract 

Excitatory projection neurons of the neocortex are thought to play important roles in per-

ceptual and cognitive functions of the brain by directly connecting diverse cortical and 

subcortical areas. However, many aspects of the anatomical organization of these inter-

areal connections are unknown. Here, we studied long-range axonal projections of excit-

atory layer 2/3 neurons with cell bodies located in mouse primary somatosensory barrel 

cortex (wS1). As a population, these neurons densely projected to secondary whisker 

somatosensory cortex (wS2) and primary/secondary whisker motor cortex (wM1/2), with 

additional axon in the dysgranular zone surrounding the barrel field, perirhinal temporal 

association cortex and striatum. In three-dimensional reconstructions of 6 individual wS2-

projecting neurons and 9 individual wM1/2-projecting neurons, we found that both clas-
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ses of neurons had extensive local axon in layers 2/3 and 5 of wS1. Neurons projecting 

to wS2 did not send axon to wM1/2, whereas a small subset of wM1/2-projecting neu-

rons had relatively weak projections to wS2. A small fraction of projection neurons solely 

targeted wS2 or wM1/2. However, axon collaterals from wS2-projecting and wM1/2-

projecting neurons were typically also found in subsets of various additional areas, in-

cluding the dysgranular zone, perirhinal temporal association cortex and striatum. Our 

data suggest extensive diversity in the axonal targets selected by individual nearby corti-

cal long-range projection neurons with somata located in layer 2/3 of wS1. 

 

1.1 Introduction 

The mouse primary somatosensory barrel cortex (wS1) is an anatomically-defined brain 

region specialized in processing whisker sensory information (Woolsey and Van der 

Loos, 1970; Petersen, 2007; Diamond et al., 2008; Feldmeyer et al., 2013). Excitatory 

projection neurons in wS1 make monosynaptic connections to other neurons in many 

parts of the brain where sensory information is further processed to achieve sensory per-

ception and sensorimotor coordination required for specific behaviors (Ferezou et al., 

2007; Mao et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013, 2015; Yamashita et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2014; 

Sippy et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2016; Yamashita and Petersen, 2016). However, little is 

currently known about the anatomical organization of these inter-areal connections. Sin-

gle-cell reconstructions of wS1 neurons in previous studies rarely revealed axonal mor-

phology outside of wS1 (Zhang and Deschênes, 1997; Brecht et al., 2003; Petersen et 

al., 2003; Bruno et al., 2009; Oberlaender et al., 2011; Pichon et al., 2012; Narayanan et 

al., 2015). Recently, using a brain-wide imaging system (Gong et al., 2016), the whole 

axonal structure of more than 100 cortico-fugal projection neurons in layers 5 and 6 

(L5/6) of wS1 were reconstructed at the single-cell level to reveal their axonal projection 

patterns and target preferences (Guo et al., 2017). However, to date, only two long-

range projection neurons with cell bodies located in L2/3 of wS1 have been fully recon-

structed (Yamashita et al., 2013). The target locations and density of long-range axonal 

arborizations of wS1 L2/3 projection neurons thus remain to be elucidated. 

In previous anatomical studies, anterograde tracers have been injected into rodent 

wS1 and long-range axonal projections were found in ipsilateral whisker motor cortex, 

orbitofrontal cortex, whisker secondary somatosensory cortex, a dysgranular zone sur-
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rounding wS1, perirhinal temporal association cortex, dorsolateral striatum, thalamus, 

zona incerta, anterior pretectal thalamus, superior colliculus and pontine nuclei, along 

with a contralateral projections to somatosensory cortex, perirhinal temporal association 

cortex, striatum and spinal trigeminal nuclei (White and DeAmicis, 1977; Chapin et al., 

1987; Hoogland et al., 1987, 1991; Welker et al., 1988, 1996; Koralek et al., 1990; Fabri 

and Burton, 1991; Deschênes et al., 1998; Kim and Ebner, 1999; Veinante et al., 2000; 

Miller et al., 2001; Hoffer et al., 2003, 2005; Aronoff et al., 2010; Zakiewicz et al., 2011; 

Oh et al., 2014; Zingg et al., 2014). The long-range projections of neocortical excitatory 

neurons vary according to the layer in which the cell body is located (Larsen et al., 2008; 

Harris and Shepherd, 2015; Zeng and Sanes, 2017). Whereas infragranular (L5/6) py-

ramidal neurons project to many cortical and subcortical targets, L2/3 pyramidal neurons 

are only thought to project to other cortical regions and striatum. On the other hand, ex-

citatory L4 neurons are considered local interneurons lacking long-range projections. 

Here, we used Rasgrf2-dCre mice (Harris et al., 2014; Madisen et al., 2015) to specifical-

ly investigate the long-range axonal projections of L2/3 neurons in wS1, finding multiple 

targets across cortex and striatum, consistent with current understanding. Individual L2/3 

projection neurons could send axon to one specific target, or single L2/3 neurons could 

project to multiple targets. To begin to address this question, we labeled single L2/3 wS1 

neurons in vivo, and, after fixation and staining, we traced their axonal and dendritic ar-

borisations, finding extensive diversity in their long-range axonal projections, with some 

neurons projecting strongly to multiple targets. 

 

1.2 Materials and methods 

All animal procedures were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the 

Swiss Federal Veterinary Office. 

2.2.1 Viral injections and histological analysis 

Male adult 8- to 10-week-old Rasgrf2-dCre mice (Harris et al., 2014; Madisen et al., 

2015) were implanted with a light-weight metal head-holder and a chamber under isoflu-

rane anesthesia. The location of the left wS1-C2 barrel column was functionally identified 

through intrinsic optical imaging as previously described (Ferezou et al., 2007). For se-

lective labeling of wS1 L2/3 pyramidal neurons, AAV9.CAG.Flex.tdTomato.WPRE.bGH 
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(25 nl of 1:10 dilution of virus with an initial titer of 2.7 × 1013 viral genome copies / ml) 

was injected into the left wS1-C2 barrel column of Rasgrf2-dCre mice, at the depth of 

200–250 μm. Subsequently, dCre recombinase activity was induced by intraperitoneal 

injection of trimethoprim (TMP) (0.25 mg/g body weight) for 3 consecutive days. After in-

jection of AAV, the craniotomy was covered with a silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast, WPI) 

and a layer of dental cement added over the elastomer, and the animals were returned 

to their home cages. The virus was allowed to express for 25–28 days in order to 

achieve strong labeling of axons. After transcardial perfusion and postfixation for 8–12 h 

using 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), we cut the fixed brains 

in coronal slices on a vibratome Leica VT1000 (section thickness: 100 μm). Slices were 

mounted on Superfrost slides using DABCO. 

 

2.2.2 Imaging and processing of brain sections 

Brain sections were imaged with an automated slide scanner (VS120 Virtual Slide, 

Olympus) using a 10x objective lens so that overall morphology as well as labeled neu-

rons and axons could be seen. Identified locations of axonal projections of labeled L2/3 

neurons in wS1-C2 were further imaged with a confocal laser-scanning microscope 

(ZEISS LSM-700) using a 20x objective lens to achieve improved image resolution. The 

alignment of z-stack image slices was performed with MultistackReg v1.45 plugin, which 

is based on Turboreg ImageJ plugin (Thévenaz et al., 1998) for stack registration of mul-

tiple image channels. The digital z-stack image series of whole-brain fluorescence is 

available at the CERN database Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/communities/petersen-lab-

data) with direct link http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1220711. 

2.2.3 Single-cell electroporation, staining and tracing of neuritis 

Male adult 8- to 15-week-old C57BL6J mice were implanted with a light-weight metal 

head-holder and a chamber under isoflurane anesthesia. The location of the left wS1-C2 

barrel column was functionally identified through intrinsic signal optical imaging as previ-

ously described (Ferezou et al., 2007). In some experiments, secondary whisker soma-

tosensory cortex (wS2) of the left hemisphere was also identified with intrinsic optical im-

aging (Yamashita et al., 2013). For retrograde labeling of wS1 projection neurons, chol-

era toxin subunit B (CTB) conjugated with Alexa-Fluor 594 (0.5%, weight/volume, Invi-

trogen) was injected into primary whisker motor cortex (wM1: 1 mm anterior, 1 mm lat-
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eral from Bregma; Sreenivasan et al., 2016) of the left hemisphere or left wS2 (Yamashi-

ta et al., 2013). Injection volume of the CTB solution was 50 nl for wM1 and 25 nl for wS2 

at the depths of 300 and 800 μm, giving a total volume of 100 nl for wM1 and 50 nl for 

wS2. After injection of CTB, the craniotomy was covered with a silicone elastomer (Kwik-

Cast, WPI) and a layer of dental cement added over the elastomer, and the animals 

were returned to their home cages. 

In vivo electroporation was targeted to a single CTB-labeled neuron per mouse in 

the center of the C2 barrel column 6–9 days after CTB injection under isoflurane anes-

thesia (Yamashita et al., 2013; Pala and Petersen, 2015). Glass pipettes having re-

sistances of 10–17 MΩ were filled with a solution containing (in mM): 135 potassium glu-

conate, 4 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 sodium phosphocreatine, 4 MgATP, 0.3 Na3GTP (adjusted 

to pH 7.3 with KOH) to which 100 μM Alexa 488 and 5–10 ng/μl of pCAG-EGFP plasmid 

DNA (Addgene plasmid 11150, kindly provided by Connie Cepko) were added. A small 

craniotomy (around 1 mm in diameter) was made over the wS1-C2 barrel column without 

durotomy. Using shadow imaging under two-photon microscopy (Kitamura et al., 2008), 

the pipettes were brought into close contact with the cell body of the CTB-labeled neuron 

and 50 pulses of negative voltage step (0.5 ms, −10 V) were delivered at 50 Hz using a 

pulse generator (Axoporator 800A, Molecular Devices). The craniotomy was then cov-

ered with a silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast, WPI) and animals were returned to their home 

cages for 3–4 days before perfusion. 

After transcardial perfusion and postfixation for 2–4 h using 4% PFA, we cut the 

fixed brains in coronal slices on a vibratome Leica VT1000 (section thickness: 80 μm). 

Slices were washed in PBS (0.9% NaCl, 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) for 10 min, 

and endogenous peroxidases were then quenched by 15 min incubation with 0.3% 

H2O2. The slices were subsequently washed three times with 2% normal goat serum 

(NGS) and 0.5% Triton X-100 and then incubated with primary anti-GFP antibody (rabbit 

polyclonal, 1:500) together with 2% NGS and 0.5% Triton X-100 for 4 days at 4°C. The 

slices were then washed with PBS containing 2% NGS and 0.5% Triton X-100 and fur-

ther incubated with biotinylated goat antibody against rabbit IgG (1:500) together with 2% 

NGS and 0.5% Triton X-100 for 1.5 hr. The slices were then rinsed in PBS three times 

and were conjugated with avidin-biotinylated peroxidase following the manufacturer's in-

structions (Vectastain, Vector Labs) for 1.5 h. Slices were then washed three times with 

PBS, and subsequently GFP-expressing neurons were visualized under a reaction with 

0.4 mg/ml DAB and 0.03% H2O2 for 10 min. The reaction was stopped by rinsing the 
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sections in PBS. Finally, the slices were mounted on gelatinised Superfrost slides using 

Mowiol. Axonal and dendritic processes were subsequently reconstructed from the serial 

sections using Neurolucida software (MBF Bioscience). 

The DAB-stained neurons were reconstructed using an Olympus BX51WI micro-

scope using an oil 60x lens (Olympus PlanApo 60x Oil NA 1.42) along with Neurolucida 

64 bit software (version 11.09, MBF Biosciences). Students from the EPFL Faculty of 

Life Sciences were trained to become experts at neuronal reconstruction. The S2p and 

M1p neurons were distributed blindly to the students to avoid bias. Brain slice contours, 

somas, dendrites and axons were reconstructed in each brain slice, and then aligned 

and stitched with neighboring sections to give a complete 3D dataset using the “serial 

section manager” function of Neurolucida. Throughout the entire process of the recon-

struction, thorough quality control was performed, checking for accuracy in x, y and z-

axes, general alignment and completeness. Quality control was carried out by an inde-

pendent team member and, in addition to checking the correctness of the traced axon in 

three dimensions through digital superposition upon the stained axon in the section, we 

also searched all adjacent fields of view for additional axon, and at lower magnification 

we re-examined the entire section. Nonetheless, we cannot exclude that some axons 

might have been incompletely traced, and it is likely that some axons were incompletely 

labeled. Analysis of dendritic and axonal structure was carried out in Neurolucida Explor-

er. All values are presented as mean ± SD. The digital neuronal reconstructions of all 

neurons together with the associated brain contours are freely available at the CERN da-

tabase Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/communities/petersen-lab-data) with direct link 

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1220711. The data have also been submitted to Neuro-

Morpho.Org (Akram et al., 2018). 

 

1.3 Results 

2.3.1 Viral expression of tdTomato to label neurons in L2/3 of wS1 

We bred Rasgrf2-dCre mice (Harris et al., 2014; Madisen et al., 2015) together with LSL-

tdTomato reporter mice (Madisen et al., 2010) and injected trimethoprim to induce re-

combinase activity. In agreement with previous reports (Harris et al., 2014; Madisen et 

al., 2015), we found that tdTomato-expressing cells were almost exclusively restricted to 
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L2/3 with a large fraction of neurons being labeled in that cortical layer (Figure 1.a). We 

localized the C2 whisker representation in barrel cortex of Rasgrf2-dCre mice using in-

trinsic signal optical imaging (Grinvald et al., 1986; Ferezou et al., 2007) and targeted 

that location with an injection of an adenoassociated virus expressing tdTomato in a Cre-

dependent manner (AAV-FLEX-tdTomato). After 25-28 days, the mice were perfused 

with PFA and the fixed brain cut into 100 μm thick coronal sections. In 5 mice, neuronal 

somata expressing tdTomato were highly localized in a small region of wS1 and restrict-

ed to L2/3 neurons (Figure 2.1.b). Hot-spots of long-range axonal projections from these 

L2/3 neurons were identified across mice in striatum and various cortical regions (Fig-
ures 2.1, 2.2). The estimated centers of these hot-spots of axon were computed as 

mean ± standard deviation (n = 5 mice) relative to the injection site (targeted to the C2 

barrel column) (Figure 2.2.c, Table 2.1) or relative to Bregma according to the reference 

frame of a standard mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001) (Figure 2.2.d, Table 
2.1). 

In frontal cortex, we found an elongated column of dense axonal arborisations in 

wM1, with less dense axon extending anteriorly into secondary whisker motor cortex 

(wM2) (Figures 2.1.d, 2.1.f). We were not able to resolve separation of axonal arborisa-

tions in wM1 and wM2. The wM1/2 projection extended from ~1.98 ± 0.39 mm to ~0.36 ± 

0.05 mm anterior to Bregma as a column of axon about ~0.8 mm lateral of the midline, in 

agreement with previous findings (Sreenivasan et al., 2016). The center of wM1/2 projec-

tion was estimated to be located at 2.70 ± 0.09 mm anterior and 2.21 ± 0.12 mm medial 

relative to the wS1 injection site (Figure 2.2.c, Table 2.1) or 1.04 ± 0.09 mm anterior and 

0.81± 0.09 mm lateral relative to Bregma (Figure 2.2.d, Table 2.1). 

There was further dense axonal labeling in a location ~1 mm lateral to the viral in-

jection site (Figure 2.1.c), consistent with the expected location of secondary whisker 

somatosensory cortex (wS2). We found that wS2 was located at 0.02 ± 0.05 mm anterior 

and 0.82 ± 0.06 mm lateral relative to the injection site (Figure 2.2.c, Table 2.1); equiva-

lent to 1.63 ± 0.11 mm posterior and 3.83 ± 0.06 mm lateral relative to Bregma (Figure 
2.2.d, Table 2.1). Posterior to wS2, we found two additional more weakly labeled zones, 

which we termed the posterolateral regions (PL1 and PL2) (Figures 2.1.i, 2.1). 

We found additional hotspots of axon in a region immediately medial to the barrel 

field, termed the dysgranular zone (Koralek et al., 1990; Veinante and Deschênes, 

2003). One such projection zone was located just anterior and medial to the barrel field 

and we therefore denote this region as the anteromedial (AM) dysgranular zone (Figures  
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Figure 2.1: Selective labeling of wS1 L2/3 neurons and their long-range axonal projections. (a) 
L2/3 neurons selectively expressed tdTomato in Rasgrf2-dCre mice crossed with LSL-tdTomato 
mice. (b) An example injection of AAV-FLEX-tdTomato targeted to the C2 whisker representa-
tion of Rasgrf2-dCre mice to express tdTomato in L2/3 neurons of wS1. (c–i) In the same 
mouse as panel B, increasing the camera exposure time allowed axonal fluorescence to be ob-
served in wS2 (c), wM1 (d), AM (e), wM2 (f), CM and striatum (g), a posterior region (PP) pre-
sumably overlapping with visual cortex (h), and PM, PL1/2 and TeA (i).  
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2.1.e, 2.2; Table 2.1). Slightly posterior and medial to this region, we found another 

hotspot of axon, which we label centromedial (CM) dysgranular (Figures 2.1.g, 2.2; Ta-
ble 2.1), and further posteriorly there was a hotspot of axon in a posteromedial (PM)  

dysgranular zone (Figures 2.1.i, 2.2; Table 2.1). These areas were not completely seg-

regated, and the locations represent estimated local peaks in the spatial density of axon. 

Further posteriorly, presumably overlapping with visual areas (Wang and Burkhal-

ter, 2007; Olcese et al., 2013), we found a weak axonal projection to a region we term 

PP (Posterior to PL1/2) (Figure 2.1.h), located at 1.49 ± 0.22 mm posterior and 0.49 ± 

0.04 mm lateral relative to the injection site (Figure 2.2.c, Table 2.1), and 3.14 ± 0.25 

mm posterior to Bregma and 3.51 ± 0.03 mm lateral of the midline (Figure 2.2.d, Table 
2.1). 

An important further locus of relatively high density axon was found in a region 

near the rhinal sulcus, typically labeled as perirhinal temporal association cortex (TeA) 

(Paxinos and Franklin, 2001; Figure 2.1.i). The projection zone was centered at around 

2.01 ± 0.07 mm posterior to Bregma and 4.45 ± 0.06 mm lateral of the midline (Table 
2.1), with a long extent along the anterior-posterior axis from ~1.50 ± 0.30 mm to ~2.20 ± 

0.30 mm posterior to Bregma (Figure 2.2.b). 
The dorsolateral striatum was the only subcortical region in which we observed 

axon originating from L2/3 wS1 neurons (Figure 2.1.g). The projection was centered at 

around 1.36 ± 0.10 mm posterior to Bregma and 2.83 ± 0.12 mm lateral of the midline 

(Table 1). The axonal density in the striatum varied across the dorsolateral striatum and 

extended from ~0.30 ± 0.20 mm to ~1.70 ± 0.10 mm posterior to Bregma, which roughly 

corresponds to the area where neurons with functional responses to somatosensory 

stimuli were previously reported (Reig and Silberberg, 2014; Sippy et al., 2015). 

Whereas the callosal axonal fiber tract was brightly fluorescent, we found only a 

low density of axon distributed across a broad area of contralateral somatosensory cor-

tex. The corpus callosum could present a diffusional barrier, and it is possible that con-

tralateral axonal arborisations were not completely filled with tdTomato. Because of the 

paucity of contralateral labeling, we did not further investigate contralateral axon. 

 

2.3.2 Single-cell anatomy of neurons retrogradely labeled from wS2 

In agreement with previous studies, our viral tracing data suggest that the two cortical 

regions receiving the most prominent axon from wS1 were the frontal region wM1 and  
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Figure 2.2: Hotspots of axonal projections of wS1 L2/3 neurons in dorsal sensorimotor cortex. 
(a) Schematic drawing showing the approximate locations of the major hotspots of long-range 
axon in the dorsal cortex from wS1 L2/3. (b) An oblique view of (a) showing schematic loca-
tions of long-range projections. (c) The estimated center of each projection in sensorimotor 
cortex relative to the center of the injection site in wS1. (d) The estimated center of each pro-
jection in sensorimotor cortex relative to the Bregma (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001).  
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Mean  ± 
SD (mm) 

Relative to wS1 injection site Relative to Bregma 

Medio-Lateral Anterio-Posterior Medio-Lateral Anterio-Posterior 

wS1 0 0 -3.02 ± 0.06 -1.65 ± 0.07 

wS2 -0.82 ± 0.06 0.02 ± 0.05 -3.83 ± 0.06 -1.63 ± 0.11 

wM1/2 2.21 ± 0.12 2.70 ± 0.09 -0.81 ± 0.09 1.04 ± 0.09 

PL1 -1.12 ± 0.06 -0.36 ± 0.00 -4.13 ± 0.09 -2.01 ± 0.07 

PL2 -0.66 ± 0.07 -0.36 ± 0.00 -3.67 ± 0.08 -2.01 ± 0.07 

AM 0.48 ± 0.09 0.93 ± 0.31 -2.54 ± 0.05 -0.72 ± 0.35 

CM 0.70 ± 0.10 0.19 ± 0.14 -2.32 ± 0.09 -1.46 ± 0.12 

PM 0.51 ± 0.06 -0.38 ± 0.05 -2.51 ± 0.10 -2.04 ± 0.05 

PP -0.49 ± 0.04 -1.49 ± 0.22 -3.51 ± 0.03 -3.14 ± 0.25 

TeA -1.43 ± 0.04 -0.36 ± 0.00 -4.45 ± 0.06 -2.01 ± 0.07 

Striatum 0.18 ± 0.14 0.29 ± 0.07 -2.83 ± 0.12 -1.36 ± 0.10

 

the lateral region wS2. In order to label neurons projecting to wS2 and wM1, we injected 

the fluorescent retrograde tracer, cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) conjugated to Alexa 

fluorophores into the target zone, and allowed 6–9 days for retrograde transport. Target-

ing the C2 barrel column through intrinsic signal optical imaging, we then electroporated 

DNA encoding GFP into single CTB-labeled projection neurons in L2/3 of wS1 under vis-

ual control offered by a two-photon laser scanning microscope (Kitamura et al., 2008; 

Yamashita et al., 2013; Pala and Petersen, 2015). After allowing several days for expres-

sion and diffusion, the mice were perfused with PFA and the fixed brains sectioned coro-

nally. DAB-visualized GFP-antibody staining revealed extensive dendritic and axonal ar-

borisations of single neurons (n = 15 in total), which were traced in three dimensions 

across consecutive sections. 

Table 2.1: Estimated location of the centers of axonal projections from L2/3 projections neu-
rons located in primary somatosensory cortex labeled through injection of AAV virus targeted 
to the C2 whisker representation across 5 mice. 
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We first reconstructed 7 single neurons in L2/3 wS1, which had been selected 

based on retrograde fluorescent labeling of CTB injected into wS2 (Figures 2.3, 2.4). All 

these neurons had axonal processes in wS2, consistent with the retrograde CTB label-

ing. Six of the seven neurons had rich arborisations in wS2, and we term these neurons 

as wS2-projecting (S2p). The other neuron (neuron TY369) had a more prominent axon-

al projection to wM1 compared to wS2, and we therefore classified this neuron as wM1-

projecting (M1p). In addition to projecting to wM1/2, this M1p neuron also sent axon to 

posterior and lateral areas consistent with the location of PL and PP. Αll of the S2p neu-

rons had extensive local axon in wS1 of L2/3 and L5 (Figures 2.3, 2.4). This pattern is 

consistent with previous reports of axonal structure of individual L2/3 neurons labeled in 

brain slices (Feldmeyer et al., 2006; Larsen and Callaway, 2006). Typically one or more 

branches of the local L5 axon traveled through L5/6 to wS2, where it formed a branching 

column of axon in wS2. The axon of one of the S2p neurons (neuron AP049, Figure 
2.4.a) predominantly made arborisations in superficial layers, whereas the axon branch-

es of another S2p neuron (neuron AP046, Figure 2.4.b) were predominantly found in 

deep layers (Figure 2.4). The region with the densest axonal arborisations of these neu-

rons appears to correspond to wS2 (Figure 2.4). However one neuron (AP046, Figure 
2.4.b) appeared to primarily target a more posterior region, perhaps corresponding to 

PL1/2. In addition to wS2, three of these S2p neurons (neuron AP046, Figure 2.4.b; 

neuron AP047, Figure 2.4.c; neuron TY300, Figure 2.4.d) also projected to a posterior 

and medial region, consistent with the location of PM in the dysgranular zone. In one 

S2p neuron (neuron AP049; Figures 2.3, 2.4.a) we found extensive axon in dorsolateral 

striatum (Figure 2.3). Five S2p neurons had a callosal axon reaching the midline, and 

one S2p neuron (AP049) had axon in the external capsule, but did not reach the midline. 

Typically, we were not able to follow the axon across the corpus callosum, and we found 

very little axon labeled on the contralateral hemisphere. 

 

2.3.3 Single-cell anatomy of neurons retrogradely labeled from wM1 

Next, we traced the axonal and dendritic arborisations from 8 wS1 neurons which 

had been retrogradely labeled by injection of CTB into wM1, targeted through stereotac-

tic coordinates of 1 mm anterior and 1 mm lateral to Bregma (Sreenivasan et al., 2016). 
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Figure 2.3: Morphology of an individual S2p neuron. (a) The dendrites, soma and local axonal 
arborisations in wS1 of an example neuron (AP049) viewed at low magnification (left) with 3D 
reconstruction of neurites in that section superimposed (right; red: axon; white: dendrite; green: 
soma). (b) At higher magnification in wS1, spines become obvious on dendrites, and the axon 
can be seen to be labeled with high-contrast at a specific facal plane (left). The 3D tracing of the 
whole section was superimposed (right). (c) Same as (a), but in wS2. (d) Same as (b), but for 
wS2 (e) Same as (a), but in dorsolateral striatum. (f) Same as (b), but in dorsolateral striatum. 
(g) Local axon, dendrite and soma of this neuron. (h) Coronal projection of this neuron’s struc-
ture. (i) Horizontal projection of this neuron’s structure. The wS1 barrel field is schematically 
indicated.  
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Similar to S2p neurons, these neurons also had extensive local axonal arborisations in 

L2/3 and L5 (Figures 2.5, 2.6). All neurons had axon projecting to the frontal cortex, and 

typically had extensive axonal branching in wM1 and wM2. However, one neuron (TY288, 

Figure 2.6.d) had a long axonal projection without extensive branching in any specific 

target within the frontal cortex. In addition to projecting to wM1, one neuron (TY220, Fig-
ure 2.6.b) also projected strongly to TeA. Another M1p neuron (TY310, Figure 2.6.f) pro-

jected to the dorsolateral striatum. Interestingly, this neuron also extended a long-range 

axon to the most anterior and dorsal aspect of the amygdala, but did not appear to 

branch in this region. Most M1p neurons (7 out of 9 cells) projected to one or more tar-

gets other than wM1/2, with several neurons showing a relatively dense axon in CM and 

PM (for example, neurons TY220, TY288 and TY302; Figures 2.6.B, 2.6.D, 2.6.E). 

Among the 9 M1p neurons, callosal axonal projections could be traced across the midline 

for three neurons, but typically we lost the axon in the callosum. In one neuron (AP042) 

the axon reached the external capsule, but we could not follow it to the midline. Five neu-

rons did not appear to have a callosally-projecting axon. It is thus possible that some M1p 

neurons do not project to the contralateral hemisphere, however, as mentioned earlier, 

we are concerned about the completeness of the labeling of callosal axons. 

2.3.4 Comparison of M1p and S2p neurons 

In order to gain a visual impression of the differences in the axonal projections of M1p 

and S2p neurons, we overlaid 2D projections of the traced neurons of each group sepa-

rately. Locally in wS1, dense axon is present in L2/3 and L5, appearing to be less dense 

in L4 and L6 (Figure 2.7.a). For S2p neurons viewed in a coronal projection, an obvious 

column of axons is located lateral to wS1 consistent with the location of wS2, whereas 

M1p neurons send their axon to a more medial column, consistent with the location of 

wM1 (Figure 2.7.b). Viewed in a horizontal projection, the axonal projections of S2p 

neurons are targeted prominently to wS2, ~1 mm directly lateral to the injection site of 

the C2 whisker representation in wS1 (Figure 2.7.c). Dense axonal arborisations of 

Figure 2.4: Axonal and dendritic structure of neurons retrogradely-labeled from wS2. (a-g) 
Dendritic (black) and axonal (red in a–f, blue in G) arborisations of different individual neu-
rons viewed locally in wS1 (left), in coronal projection (center) and in horizontal projection 
(right). The wS1 barrel field is schematically indicated (right).  
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M1p neurons were seen in a frontal region centered ~1 mm anterior and ~1 mm lateral 

to Bregma, consistent with the location of wM1 (Figure 2.7.c).  

We quantified total dendritic length (S2p: 8.1 ± 0.8 mm, n = 6 cells; M1p: 8.5 ± 

0.7 mm, n = 9 cells), the number of dendritic trees attached to the soma (S2p: 8.3 ± 1.6, 

n = 6 cells; M1p: 8.0 ± 1.4, n = 9 cells) and the number of dendritic branch points 

(nodes) (S2p: 64 ± 10, n = 6 cells; M1p: 63 ± 4, n = 9 cells) (Figure 2.7.d). We also 

quantified the total length of traced axon (S2p: 66.7 ± 14.5 mm, n = 6 cells; M1p: 80.7 ± 

9.9 mm, n = 9 cells) (Figure 7E and Supplementary Data File 1). 

In order to visualize the diversity of the long-range projection targets of the dif-

ferent neurons, we made a thresholded and color-coded matrix of cell-by-cell axonal 

length in different brain regions, with each column representing the axon of a single cell. 

Dark colors show regions where > 10 mm of branching axon was found and light colors 

indicate > 1 mm of branching axon (Figure 2.7.f). For each neuron there was a large 

length of branching axon in wS1: 41.7 ± 1.1 mm for S2p neurons (n = 6) and 40.0 ± 3.8 

mm for M1p neurons (n = 9) (Figure 2.7.g). These axonal lengths are comparable to 

previous quantifications of axon within wS1 showing: 38.6 mm for L2/3 neurons in rat 

wS1 (Bruno et al., 2009); 39.8 mm for L2 neurons in rat wS1 (Narayanan et al., 2015); 

and 49.2 mm for L3 neurons in rat wS1 (Narayanan et al., 2015). S2p neurons on aver-

age had 12.2 ± 7.4 mm of branching axon in wS2, whereas M1p neurons only had 1.6 ± 

2.7 mm of branching axon in wS2. Conversely M1p neurons had 20.8 ± 11.7 mm of 

branching axon in wM1/2, whereas the S2p neurons did not have any axon collaterals in 

this brain region. For each neuron the combined branching axonal length in wS1, wS2 

and wM1/2 was > 75% of the total length of branching axon. Individual neurons could 

nonetheless have dense axonal arborisations in other specific targets. For example, the 

striatum received 12.5 mm of branching axon from neuron AP049 and 16.9 mm of 

branching axon from neuron TY310. TeA received 7.7 mm of branching axon from neu-

ron TY220. The distinction between dysgranular zone and wS1 was unfortunately not 

clear in these analyses, and therefore we could only make rough estimates of axon 

length in PL, AM, CM, and PM. 
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Figure 2.5: Morphology of an individual M1p neuron. (a) The dendrites, soma and local 
axonal arborisations in wS1 of an example neuron (TY308) (left) overlaid with 3D recon-
struction of neurites (right; blue: axon; white: dendrite; green: soma). (b) Example axonal 
arborisations in wM1 from this neuron (left) overlaid with 3D reconstruction (right). (c) Local 
axon, dendrites and cell body of this neuron (left). Coronal (middle) and horizontal (right) 
projection of this neuron’s structure together with the schematic wS1 barrel field (right).  
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1.4 Discussion 

Through viral injections we found that excitatory L2/3 pyramidal neurons in wS1 send 

axon to wS2, wM1/2, several regions of the dysgranular zone, PP, TeA, and striatum. 

Three-dimensional reconstruction of the axonal projections of individual excitatory L2/3 

pyramidal neurons in wS1 revealed extensive diversity, with individual neurons appear-

ing to select subsets of long-range projection targets. 

2.4.1 Axonal projections based on viral injections 

We specifically studied the projections of L2/3 neurons in wS1 through use of transgen-

ic mice and viral injections targeted to the functionally mapped C2 whisker representa-

tion. Long-range axonal projections were found in cortex and striatum, but not in other 

subcortical brain areas, consistent with current understanding of cortical organization 

(Harris and Shepherd, 2015; Zeng and Sanes, 2017). In agreement with previous stud-

ies without genetically-defined layer-specific labeling (White and DeAmicis, 1977; 

Welker et al., 1988; Miller et al., 2001; Hoffer et al., 2003, 2005; Aronoff et al., 2010; 

Zakiewicz et al., 2011), the densest regions of cortical projections appeared to be wS2 

and wM1. Important, but less dense, axon was also found in TeA and striatum. Some 

axon was observed posteriorly in an area we label PP, which is likely part of secondary 

visual cortex called area RL (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Wang et al., 2012) where 

visual and somatosensory information are integrated (Olcese et al., 2013). 

In addition, we found several hotspots of axon in the dysgranular zone sur-

rounding the barrel field, in agreement with previous studies (Broser et al., 2008). The-

se regions surrounding wS1 could in some way be homologous to the regions sur-

rounding mouse V1 (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et 

al., 2011; Glickfeld et al., 2013). Further work is needed to investigate the organization 

of these target zones in the dysgranular cortex. In future experiments, it would be of 

great interest to make multiple injections with different colors of tracers to study the  

Figure 2.6: Axonal and dendritic structure of neurons retrogradely-labeled from wM1. 
(a–h) Dendritic (black) and axonal (blue) arborisations of different individual neurons 
viewed locally in wS1 (left), in coronal projection (center) and in horizontal projection 
with the schematic wS1 barrel field (right).  
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somatotopic map of axonal projections in the various target regions, as was carried out 

for mouse V1 (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). 

We only found relatively sparse axon in contralateral somatosensory cortex, 

although the corpus callosum was strongly labeled. It is possible that the callosum pre-

sents a diffusional barrier, hindering complete labeling of contralateral axon. Similarly, it 

is also possible that our labeling of axons in other brain regions is incomplete. In the fu-

ture, it will therefore be important to compare the completeness of different labeling 

methods. 

2.4.2 Axonal projections of individual S2p and M1p neurons

At the single cell level, little is known about the brain-wide anatomical structure of long-

range projection neurons of mouse wS1, especially that of L2/3 projection neurons 

(Yamashita et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2017). Here, we targeted our investigations to L2/3 

pyramidal neurons retrogradely-labeled from wM1 and wS2 with cell-bodies located in 

the C2 barrel column of wS1 (Yamashita et al., 2013). All neurons sent axonal projec-

tions near to the injection site of the retrograde label. In addition, many neurons also 

sent long-range axonal projections to several other brain regions, including several sub-

regions of the dysgranular zone, TeA and striatum. 

Individual neurons appeared to select subsets of projection targets (Figure 7). 

For example, neurons in our data sample largely targeted their axons toward either 

wM1/2 or wS2. Neurons classified as S2p neurons appeared not to send their axon to 

wM1/2, whereas some M1p neurons had relatively weak projections to wS2. Some 

Figure 2.7: Comparison of the structures of S2p and M1p neurons. a) Overlay of dendrites 
(black) and local axon (red for S2p, blue for M1p) from all S2p (left) and M1p (right) singly-
labeled neurons in individual brains. The superimposed neurons were vertically aligned to 
the pia and horizontally aligned with respect to the main descending axon. b) Overlay of 
dendrites (black) and axonal structures (red for S2p, blue for M1p) for S2p (left) and M1p 
(right) neurons shown in coronal projection. c) Same as  (b), but in horizontal projection 
with the schematic wS1 barrel field. d) Quantification of dendritic length (left), number of 
dendrites emanating from the cell body (center) and number of dendritic branch points 
(right). e) Quantification of total axonal length for S2p and M1p neurons. f) Thresholded 
analysis of cell-by-cell axon length in specific targets. Each column represents the axon 
length of one neuron. Some S2p neurons (red) strongly projected to wS2 and striatum. 
Some M1p neurons strongly projected to wM1, striatum and CM. Dark colors indicate > 10 
mm of branching axon in the target region. Light shading indicates regions with < 10 mm 
and > 1 mm of axon. g) Quantification of branching axon length in wS1, wS2, wM1/2, 
PL1/2, AM, CM, PM, PP, TeA, and striatum.  
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S2p/M1p neurons projected strongly to striatum or TeA, but most S2p/M1p neurons did 

not send any axon to these regions. Our results thus indicate substantial anatomical di-

versity in the long-range projections of L2/3 neurons in wS1. It is possible that M1p neu-

rons might have more diverse projection targets compared to S2p neurons (Figure 
2.7.f), but our sample size is too small to characterize target preferences of these neu-

rons to any degree of detail. New methods are therefore required to obtain much larger 

datasets. Imaging axonal and dendritic fluorescence from individual neurons across en-

tire intact brains is now becoming possible (Economo et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2016; 

Guo et al., 2017). Methods for automated computer reconstruction of neuronal process-

es from 3D image stacks are also improving (Tomer et al., 2014; Kasthuri et al., 2015; 

Susaki et al., 2015; Renier et al., 2016; Seiriki et al., 2017). These technical develop-

ments provide hope that in the future it will be possible to gather datasets with much 

larger numbers of neurons, which appears to be required to investigate the diversity of 

neocortical projection neurons in wS1. 

Current evidence suggests that S2p and M1p neurons might form largely non-

overlapping classes of L2/3 projection neurons in wS1. Previous studies injecting retro-

grade labels in wM1 and wS2 found only few double-labeled neurons (Chen et al., 2013; 

Yamashita et al., 2013). Furthermore, gene-expression in retrogradely labeled M1p and 

S2p L2/3 neurons is also different (Sorensen et al., 2015). In general, it will be important 

to examine to what extent gene-expression correlates with long-range axonal projec-

tions, which may help classification of neuronal types. One approach would be to com-

bine Patchseq technology (Cadwell et al., 2016; Fuzik et al., 2016) with brain-wide sin-

gle-cell anatomy. Another interesting approach is to use DNA barcodes to sequence 

projections (Kebschull et al., 2016; Han et al., 2018). In general, there are likely to be 

many subtypes of excitatory neurons in the mammalian neocortex and classifying their 

structural diversity is of key importance (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel, 2013; Harris and 

Shepherd, 2015; Zeng and Sanes, 2017). 

2.4.3 Limitations and futute perspectives 

An important limitation of the current study is that we were unable to align the somato-

topic organization of the barrel map and cortical layers with the axonal projections. We 

therefore refrained from laminar analyses of axonal length, and there was ambiguity in 

differentiation of axon in regions surrounding wS1. Thus, an important advance to be 

made in future studies is to align the neuronal tracing to better-defined brain areas and 
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cortical layers. In this study we traced clearly-labeled axonal processes, and it is likely 

that this provides a lower bound estimate of the total axonal length due to incomplete 

labeling or tracing. Here, particular concern must be raised because we typically were 

not able to follow callosal axons until their presumed targets in the contralateral hemi-

sphere, but rather in most cases we lost the axon within the callosal fiber tract. 

Functional studies suggest that neurons projecting to distinct downstream areas 

of wS1 signal different aspects of sensory information (Sato and Svoboda, 2010; Chen 

et al., 2013; Yamashita et al., 2013; Kwon et al., 2016; Yamashita and Petersen, 2016). 

Electrophysiological recordings from S2p and M1p neurons labeled similarly to the cur-

rent study in mice adapted to head restraint but not otherwise trained in a task, suggest 

that M1p neurons are less excitable than S2p neurons; that M1p neurons have larger 

slow membrane potential fluctuations during quiet wakefulness; that M1p neurons have 

larger fast membrane potential fluctuations phase-locked to the whisking cycle; that M1p 

neurons show faster and larger excitation to a brief whisker deflection; and that M1p 

neurons only transiently signal onset of active touch, whereas S2p neurons show per-

sistent activity during prolonged active touch bouts (Yamashita et al., 2013). In mice 

trained to lick a water reward spout in response to whisker deflection, S2p neurons 

show increased depolarization and action potential firing compared to naïve mice, 

whereas M1p neurons show reduced signaling (Yamashita and Petersen, 2016). Calci-

um imaging experiments also show enhanced decision-related signaling in S2p neurons 

in a whisker detection task (Kwon et al., 2016), which might be supported through recip-

rocal excitation of S1 and S2 (Kwon et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016). Interestingly, deci-

sion-related signaling between wS1 and wS2 was also highlighted in a whisker-

dependent texture discrimination task (Chen et al., 2013, 2015). There is therefore 

growing evidence for differential signaling in M1p and S2p neurons. Nonetheless within 

each group there remains substantial functional diversity, some of which may be ac-

counted for by the additional projections that these neurons may have, as shown in this 

study. Perhaps the most important next experimental step for single-cell labeling studies 

is thus to link the brain-wide morphological investigation of individual long-range axonal 

projections with physiological measurement of activity of the same neurons. Indeed, jux-

tacellular electrophysiological recordings have been used in previous studies to monitor 

the spiking activity of a neuron followed by labeling with biocytin (Pinault, 1996), which 

can result in labeling of long-range projections of the recorded neuron (Igarashi et al., 

2012; Varga et al., 2012). There are thus many further studies that need to be under-
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taken before we will understand the structural and functional diversity of L2/3 projection 

neurons in wS1. 
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Chapter 3  

Two-photon calcium imaging of layer 2/3 
projection neurons in whisker barrel cortex 
during learning of a whisker and auditory 
detection task 

 

 

 

Abstract 

The execution of a goal-directed behavior requires the brain to process incoming sensory 

information from the environment in a context-, learning- and motivation-dependent man-

ner in order to perform specific motor actions. Cortico-cortical communication in the con-

text of goal-directed sensorimotor transformation has begun to be studied, but little is 

known about how signaling between interconnected cortical areas is modified by sen-

sorimotor learning, as well as in response to changes in reward contingencies. Hence, in 

the second part of my thesis, I studied cortico-cortical dynamics in primary whisker soma-

tosensory barrel cortex (S1) of mice during a combined whisker and auditory task. First, 

mice were trained to lick a water reward spout in response to detected auditory stimuli. 

After several days of training in the auditory detection task, whisker stimuli were intro-

duced in randomly interleaved trials. Licking in response to whisker stimuli were also re-

warded, and mice rapidly learned to lick on both whisker and auditory trials. Subsequent-

ly, when mice were experts in the detection of both sensory modalities, they underwent 2 

days of extinction learning on whisker trials, in which licking in response to whisker stimu-

lation was not rewarded. Finally, reward was reinstated in whisker trials. Using transgenic 
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mice expressing GCaMP6f combined with two-photon microscopy and retrograde label-

ing techniques, I chronically monitored the activity of excitatory layer 2/3 neurons in S1 

projecting to whisker motor cortex (M1p) or secondary somatosensory cortex (S2p), while 

mice learned the behavioral switch task. The results demonstrated that both S2p and 

M1p neurons responded after whisker and auditory stimulation. However, whisker stimu-

lus evoked response was stronger and faster than the auditory stimulus evoked re-

sponse. S2p neurons exhibited higher responses compared to M1p neurons that corre-

lated with task performance, with the largest difference observed in the late and very late 

phase (231 - 1000 ms) after whisker deflection. Those responses remained relatively sta-

ble across training sessions and under different reward conditions. Furthermore, both 

S2p and M1p neurons responded during spontaneous licking, but the S2p neuronal re-

sponse was larger than M1p across sessions. 

 

1.5 Introduction 

Neuronal activity in the whisker primary somatosensory cortex (S1) is known to process 

tactile information from facial whiskers, but also to participate in goal-directed behaviors 

involving whisker stimulus detection (Sachidhanandam et al., 2013), object localization 

(O’Connor et al., 2010) and texture discrimination (Chen et al., 2013).  Such information 

processed in wS1 is transferred to other brain areas through excitatory long-range pro-

jection neurons. Excitatory neurons in L2/3 of S1 send major projections in whisker pri-

mary motor cortex (M1) and secondary somatosensory cortex (S2) (Aronoff et al., 2010; 

Yamashita et al., 2018). Corticocortical neurons in S1 that project to M1 or S2 are largely 

non-overlapping subpopulations (Sato & Svoboda, 2010; Chen et al., 2013; Yamashita et 

al., 2013). Previous studies on S2-projecting (S2p) and M1-projecting (M1p) neurons in 

layer 2/3 of S1 have shown that these two neuronal populations have different responses 

to whisker stimulation during both anesthetized and awake conditions (Sato & Svoboda, 

2010; Yamashita et al., 2013). In trained mice performing a single whisker detection task 

(Sachidhanandam et al., 2013), passive whisker deflection induced a long-lasting bipha-

sic depolarization correlated with task performance in S2p neurons, but not in M1p neu-

rons (Yamashita & Petersen, 2016). In addition, in spontaneous unrewarded licking of 

expert mice, only S2p neurons were excited and not M1p neurons. In a texture discrimi-

nation task (Chen et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015), in which mice display fine rhythmic 
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whisking during the sampling period, a higher fraction of S2p than M1p neurons showed 

touch related responses, as well as S2p neurons exhibiting increased responses during 

texture discrimination. In contrast, in object localisation task, in which mice make large 

whisker sweeps during sampling period, M1p neurons showed increased response and 

ability to discriminate pole position compared to S2p neurons. Therefore, neurons in S1 

send different types of information to S2 and M1 during sensorimotor processing.  

Only a few studies have investigated these two pathways and what they encode, 

as well as how they are shaped during learning of a sensorimotor task (Chen et al., 

2013; Chen et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Yamashita and Petersen, 2016; Kwon et al., 

2016).  Moreover, no study has examined how different reward conditions influence 

those two streams of information. Therefore, with these questions in mind, we chronically 

monitored the activity of excitatory S2p and M1p layer 2/3 neurons in S1 using two-

photon calcium imaging, while mice learned a whisker and auditory detection task exe-

cuted under different reward conditions. Our results demonstrated that both whisker and 

auditory stimulation evoked responses in both S2p and M1p neurons, with whisker stimu-

li inducing stronger and faster responses compared to auditory stimuli across all ses-

sions and reward conditions. Both whisker and auditory stimulation evoked stronger re-

sponses in S2p neurons correlated with task performance, which remained relatively 

stable across most training sessions and under different reward conditions. The largest 

differences in activity during task performance between S2p and M1p neurons were 

found during late and very late phase. Similarly, enhanced excitation in S2p neurons was 

observed during spontaneous licking across sessions and reward conditions. 

 

1.6 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Design and assembly of a two-photon microscope setup 

The design of the two-photon laser-scanning microscope is based on the Movable Ob-

jective Microscope (MOM) system (adapted from Sutter Instruments), which places the 

objective on a x-y-z micro-manipulator, allowing precise movement control while the 

specimen remains stationary (Figure 3.1.b, c). Additionally, the entire microscope can 

be rotated around the x-axis, enabling imaging of non-horizontal surfaces and volumes. 

The backbone of the design is a movable, raised optical breadboard, providing a large 

area for attaching optical elements associated with the microscope, as well as enough 
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space for additional experimental equipment. The microscope is coupled to an 8-kHz 

resonant scanner for fast line scanning in the x-direction and a galvanometric scanner 

for slower scanning in the y-direction (Figure 3.1.a). A resonant scanner provides high 

imaging speed by continuously oscillating at its resonant frequency. The optical signals  

 

detected from the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are pre-amplified, then converted to digi-

tal signals, and finally fed into an FPGA module. At this point the PMT signals are inte-

grated into a pixel array according to the oscillating motion of the resonant scanner (sig-

Figure 3.1: Two-photon microscope setup. a) Schematic diagram of the optical path of the two-
photon microscope from the laser source to the scan head and the sample, and from the sample
to the detection system. b), c) 3D-CAD design of the two-photon microscope setup including the
mouse stage from two different views. 
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nal of the scanner’s position corresponding to a pixel). The frame rate at which image 

sequences are acquired depends on the specified number of lines per frame. Thus, in 

my setup, a frame of 512 lines is acquired at ~30 Hz frame rate.  

The near infrared light source of the two-photon microscope was provided by a 

Ti:Sapphire laser system that generates ultrashort pulses (<100 fs) delivered at a repeti-

tion rate of 80 MHz at a wavelength output tuned from 690 nm to 1040 nm (MaiTai 

DeepSee, Spectra-Physics). The intensity of the laser beam can be controlled by adjust-

ing its polarization angle using a half-wave plate, followed by a polarizing beamsplitter 

cube that is used to separate the polarized light into a vertical and horizontal component 

(Figure 3.1.a). Subsequently, a Pockel’s cell (model 302RM, Conoptics) is used to con-

trol the laser beam intensity, followed by a two-lens telescope that is used to expand 

beam size (3x beam expansion, lens 1: f1 = 100 mm; lens 2: f2 = 300 mm, Thorlabs). A 

mechanical shutter (SH05 beam shutter, SC10 shutter controller, Thorlabs) placed just 

before the beam enters the scan head is used to block the beam in the absence of imag-

ing. The beam is then deflected by the scan mirrors, using an 8 kHz resonant scanner 

(aperture 6x4 mm, scanning angle 26 degrees, CRS Series, Cambridge Technology, 

GSI) for fast scanning in the x-axis coupled with a galvanometric mirror (aperture: 

8x12mm, M-Series model 6210, Cambridge Technology, GSI) for line-by-line scanning 

in the y-axis. The laser then travels through the scan lens and tube lens in the optical 

path, consisting a second two-lens telescope that further expands the beam (2.6x beam 

expansion, lens 1: fscan = 75 mm; lens 2: ftube = 200 mm, Thorlabs) so as to fill the 

back aperture of the objective. After passing through a dichroic beamsplitter (F76-705, 

AHF Analysentechnik), the beam is focused by an objective of 20x magnification (Zeiss 

Objective W Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0 DIC D=0.17) onto the specimen. The emitted flu-

orescence signals are then passing through an infrared blocker (ET750sp-2p (edge 

750), Chroma) that transmits photons in the range of 393 - 749 nm, and blocks photons 

in the range of 770 - 1100 nm. The fluorescence signals are then detected with two 

PMTs (GaAsP photomultiplier tubes Hamamatsu Photonics). In order to achieve three-

colour fluorescence detection (green, red, and far red), I used two different filter cubes: 

one which is coupled to emission filters for green and red wavelengths (F37-584 (green 

510/84), F39-608 (red 607/70), F38-562 (beamsplitter, edge 562) AHF Analysentechnik), 

and one which is coupled to emission filters for red and far red wavelengths (F47-700 

(far red 700/75), F39-610 (red 609/57), F38-649 (beamsplitter, edge 649) AHF 
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Analysentechnik). The PMT signals are subsequently pre-amplified using a variable gain 

high-speed current amplifier (DHPCA-100; Femto, Berlin, Germany), digitized using an 

analog-to-digital converter (NI-5732, National Instruments) and transmitted to an FPGA 

module (NI PXI-7813R, National instruments), which is integrated into a chassis (NI 

PXIe-1073, National instruments). Additionally, the FPGA module generates a step-wise 

signal to control the motion of y-scanner, after receiving a synchronisation signal (line-

clock signal) from the resonant scanner ’s control board (CRS 8K driver, model 

6SC08KA012-02Y, Cambridge Technology).  Regarding the zooming function, an ana-

log output signal is generated that controls the oscillating amplitude of the resonant 

scanner using a data acquisition (DAQ) board (NI PXI-6341, National instruments). The 

same DAQ board generates the signal that controls the intensity of the laser beam 

through the Pockel’s cell. The two-photon microscope is controlled through Matlab with 

ScanImage 5 software (Vidrio Technologies; Pologruto et al., 2003).  

3.2.2 Mouse head-post  implantation 

All experiments were carried out with 6-10 week old female and male Rasgrf2-dCre mice 

(Harris et al., 2014; Madisen et al., 2015) crossed with TIGRE2.0 Cre-dependent 

GCaMP6f reporter mice (Ai148) (Daigle et al., 2018) in accordance with protocols ap-

proved by the Swiss Federal Veterinary Office. 

In order to achieve chronic and stable recordings, mice were implanted with a 

small light-weight metal head-post on their skull. Mice were deeply anesthetized with iso-

fluorane gas anesthesia (3-4% for induction) and then placed on the stereotaxic appa-

ratus using a nose-clamp. During surgery, the level of isoflurane concentration was 

maintained at 1.5%, temperature was controlled and held at 37°C with a heating pad 

(FHC), and eyes were protected with an eye gel (Viscotears, Alcon). To prevent pain or 

inflammation after the surgery, mice were injected with Carprofen (0.3 ml at 0.5 mg/ml, 

i.p.) (Rimadyl, Pfizer) and a mix of lidocaine (2% diluted 1:10) and bupivacaine (0.5% di-

luted 1:2) subcutaneously on the incision site at the beginning of the surgery. The skin 

was cut and the skull was exposed. The membrane of periosteum covering the skull, 

was gently removed using a scalpel, and then skull was cleansed with Betadine. Imme-

diately after the bone was dried, it was covered with cyanoacrylate glue (Loctite, Henkel) 

and a small metal post was fixed onto the right hemisphere of the skull. Finally, dental 

cement (Paladur) was added to reinforce the attachment of the head-post and create a 

chamber around the region of interest. A silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast, WPI) was ap-
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plied in the chamber to protect the exposed skull. At the end of the surgery, in order to

avoid post-operative pain, Algifor (2.5 ml in 250 ml of water) was added into the water 

bottle for 3 days. 

3.2.3 Intrinsic signal optical imaging 

In order to target the experiments to the region of interest, the C2 barrel column in prima-

ry whisker somatosensory cortex (wS1), I used intrinsic signal optical imaging (Grinvald 

et al., 1986). It is a minimally invasive technique, which is based on recordings of intrin-

sic optical signals (IOS) from the surface of the cortex that are induced by sensory stimu-

lation under light anesthesia. The IOS imaging was performed immediately after implan-

tation, while maintaining the level of anesthesia at 1% and temperature at 37°C. All 

whiskers but C2 were trimmed, and the mouse was transferred on a holder to fix the 

head using the implanted metal head-post. The mouse head was placed under a CMOS 

camera coupled to a stereomicroscope (Leica MZ9.5) with a magnification of 3.2x. A ref-

erence image of the surface vasculature was first acquired under green illumination (525 

nm, Thorlabs LED) (Figure 3.2.a). The C2 whisker was then inserted in a glass capillary 

attached to a piezo actuator (PICMA, PI Ceramic) and deflected for 4 seconds in the an-

tero-posterior direction at a repetition frequency of 10 Hz, while brain surface was under 

constant red illumination (630 nm, Thorlabs LED).  Reflected light was collected through 

the stereomicroscope and recorded by the CMOS camera (Figure 3.2.b).  This process 

Figure 3.2: Intrinsic signal optical imaging. a) Anatomy image of the surface vasculature. b) 
Functional image of the intrinsic signal of the C2 barrel in wS1 as well as S2 area after C2
whisker stimulation. c) Overlay of functional image on the anatomy image to map C2 barrel

C2 

S2
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was repeated several times, while trials without whisker stimulation were interleaved. 

The relative change in light reflectance was calculated by subtracting the mean baseline 

reflectance (Rb) from the mean reflectance measured during whisker stimulation (Rs) 

and dividing this value by the mean baseline reflectance: (Rs-Rb) / Rb. Image acquisition 

and processing was done with custom routines written in Matlab. Finally, the functional 

image of the intrinsic signal was overlaid on the anatomical image of the surface vascu-

lature to map the C2 barrel column and wS2 areas (Figure 3.2.c).   

3.2.4 Craniotomy and chronic cranial window implantation 

Two-photon laser scanning microscopy in combination with genetically encoded calcium 

indicators (GECIs) provide a valuable tool for monitoring neuronal activity over long time. 

A chronic cranial window preparation over the region of interest in the mouse cortex is of 

key importance to obtain optical access for long-term imaging (Holtmaat et al., 2009; 

Holtmatt et al., 2012). There have been proposed several protocols, to handle different 

needs, such as the removable cranial windows that have been used to reduce dura re-

growth (Goldey et al., 2014), or the cranial window with access port that has a circular 

hole off-center into the coverglass (Roome and Kuhn, 2014), which enables cellular ma-

nipulation, drug application and electrophysiological recordings. Furthermore, there is the 

cranial window that has a microprism attached under the coverglass (Andermann et al., 

2013), which enables deep-layer imaging in awake mice, or the cranial window that has 

a microfluidic pump (Takehara et al., 2014), which provides long-term monitoring of neu-

rons and the delivery of chemicals or drugs directly into the brain. Finally, there is a new 

version of cranial window preparation made of a soft, flexible, transparent and penetrable 

silicon-based material, which allows not only long-term imaging but also the penetration 

of microelectrodes for electrophysiology and injections of viruses, drugs and/or other 

chemicals (Heo et al., 2016). 

In chronic cranial window implantation (Figure 3.3.a), a small circular piece of bone 

of ~3.5 mm in diameter is removed (craniotomy), and then replaced by a triple round 

coverglass, while dura remains intact. The craniotomy is centered in C2 area and includes 

S2 that I have previously mapped with IOS. Before the surgical procedure, I  prepare the 

triple cranial window consisting of a 5 mm coverslip cured to two 3 mm coverslips (Warner 

Instruments #1) using UV-curing adhesive (Thorlabs, NOA61), giving a total thickness of 

~0.45 mm (Figure 3.3.c). The coverglass is placed in the craniotomy and then permanent-

ly sealed with UV-curing adhesive (Thorlabs, NOA68) and dental cement on top to provide 
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stability to the window over the long-term (Figure 3.3.b). Mice are allowed to recover for 

a week after the implantation. The window covers a diameter of about 3 mm, which, if it 

remains stable and clear for the first week, enables imaging of the same neuronal popu-

lation over months (Figure 3.3.a). This method provides the means to chronically monitor 

with two-photon microscopy the same population of neurons in a mouse and visualize 

Figure 3.3: Chronic cranial window implantation for awake imaging in mice. a) Image of a 
typical chronic cranial window centered in wS1, one week after implantation. b) Schematic 
diagram of chronic cranial window preparation for in-vivo imaging. Approximately a ~3.5 
mm circular craniotomy is performed and a triple round coverslip is secured in place using 
UV-curing adhesive (Thorlabs, NOA68) and dental cement on top, and then mice are al-
lowed to recover for at least 7 days. c) Schematic geometry of the triple round coverslip. A
5 mm coverslip is cured to two 3 mm coverslips (Warner #1; total thickness: 0.45 mm) us-
ing UV-curing adhesive (Thorlabs, NOA61). 
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Figure 3.4: L2/3 neurons selectively expressed GaMP6f in Rasgrf2-dCre mice crossed with
TIGRE2.0 Cre-dependent GCaMP6f reporter mice. a) Ai148-Rasgrf2 mice demonstrate layer
specific expression of GCamp6f across cortex. b) Example brain section around the centre of
whisker primary somatosensory cortex.  b) Zoom-in a cortical region. 

DAPI  EGFP 

changes in individual neurons allowing us to study cortical stability and plasticity (Helm-

chen and Denk, 2005; Svoboda and Yasuda, 2006; Huber et al., 2012; Margolis et al., 

2012; Lutcke et al., 2013, Chen et al., 2015, Mayrhofer et al., 2015).   

3.2.5 Expression of calcium indicator and retrograde labelling of L2/3 pro-

jection neurons in wS1 

Cell-type-specific genetic tools coupled with the development of improved genetically en-

coded calcium indicators constitute a powerful tool for the study of brain function via se-

lective expression of calcium probes in different cell types. In this study, I used a L2/3-

specific Cre-driver mouse line (Rasgrf2-dCre) crossed with a TIGRE2.0 reporter mouse 

line expressing the GCaMP6f calcium indicator (Ai148-Rasgrf2Cre) (Daigle et al., 2018) 

(Figure 3.4). dCre recombinase activity was induced by intraperitoneal injection of trime-
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thoprim (TMP) (0.25 mg/g body weight) for 3 consecutive days.

During cranial window preparation, after craniotomy was completed, stereotaxic 

CTB tracer injections were performed on Ai148 × Rasgrf2-dCre mice. CTB conjugated 

with Alexa-Fluor 594 (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen; 100 nl, 0.5 %, wt/vol) was injected 

into S2 using a glass pipette (tip diameter=27-30 mm) (Figure 3.5.a). Injection volume 

was 50 nl at ~300 μm and 50 nl at 500 μm below the pial surface, giving a total volume 

of 100 nl. S2 injection site was identified using intrinsic optical imaging as previously 

described. A glass coverslip was then used to seal the craniotomy. A second craniotomy 

of ~1 mm in diameter, was then opened over M1 (1 mm anterior, 1 mm lateral to 

Bregma) and CTB conjugated with Alexa-Fluor 647 (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen; 200 

Figure 3.5: a) Retrograde labelling of S2p and M1p neurons in wS1.Schematic of mouse brain
showing retrograde tracers and injection areas. CTB conjugated with Alexa-594 (red, 0.5%) and
Alexa-647 (blue, 0.5%) was injected into S2 (100 nl) and M1 (200 nl) of the left hemisphere. b)
CTB-labeled layer 2/3 neurons in S1 at the subpial depth of 200 μm imaged in-vivo with a two-
photon microscope. Neurons expressing GCaMP6f in green, S2p neurons in red expressing
CTB-Alexa 594 and M1p neurons in blue expressing CTB-Alexa 647.  
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nl, 0.25%, wt/vol) was injected (100 nl at ~300 μm and 100 nl at 500 μm below the pial 

surface, total volume of 200 nl) (Figure 3.5.a). In some mice, CTB injections were 

inverted, in particular, CTB Alexa-Fluor 647 was injected in S2 and CTB Alexa-Fluor 594 

was injected in M1. Imaging of CTB labeled neurons expressing GCaMP6f was per-

formed at earliest eight days after injections and cranial window implantation using a 

two-photon microscope (Figure 3.5.b). 

3.2.6 Whisker and auditory detection task 

I trained 19 mice to perform a head-fixed go/no-go whisker and auditory detection task. 

Approximately one week after cranial window implantation and CTB injections, mice un-

derwent water-deprivation. Behavior was reported by licking of a water spout attached to 

a piezo sensor that activates the delivery of a water drop (4-5 μl) through a pneumatic 

valve (Figure 3.6.a). Mice were initially habituated to head-restraint on the recording set-

up and exposed to ‘free-licking’ for 1-2 sessions (pre-training) (Figure 3.6.b). In ‘free-

licking’ sessions, mice receive water drops at random time points, while imaging L2/3 

neurons in wS1 to identify the center of C2 barrel and define the imaging field of view us-

ing a two-photon microscope (Figure 3.6.a). At the beginning of training, mice were 

taught to lick the water spout for reward in response to detected auditory stimuli (Figure 
3.6.b).  After several days of training in the auditory detection task, and when mice had 

reached good performance, whisker stimuli were introduced in randomly interleaved tri-

als. Licking in response to whisker stimuli were also rewarded, and mice rapidly learned 

to lick on both whisker and auditory trials. Subsequently, when mice had reached high 

and stable performance in the detection of both sensory modalities, they were exposed to 

extinction learning on whisker trials for two days, in which licking after whisker stimulation 

was not rewarded, thus mice had to learn to withhold licking activity. After the extinction 

phase on whisker trials, water reward was reinstated for a number of sessions, until mice 

reached again high and stable performance for both whisker and auditory trials. Finally, 

mice were subjected to a whisker particle control experiment and psychophysical meas-

urements of whisker stimulus intensity during execution of the task (post-training) (Figure 
3.6.b). In the whisker particle control session, after ~100 trials from the beginning of train-

ing, the metal particle attached to the whisker was removed, therefore, there was no 

whisker sensory input to the mouse. The mouse performed under this condition for ~100 

trials, and then the metal particle was again attached to the whisker, and the mouse con-

tinued the training until it stopped licking for a reward. Regarding the psychophysical 
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measurements of whisker stimulus intensity, mice were trained for 2 to 3 sessions in 

three different whisker stimulus intensities: 1 ms (28 mT), 0.08 ms (14 mT), and 0.04 ms 

(8 mT). 

For auditory stimulation, I used a 10 kHz sound of 10 ms duration. For whisker 

stimulation, a small metal particle was attached to the whisker, and a magnetic coil was 

placed under the mouse centered at the site of the right C2 whisker (Figure 3.6.a). The 

coil was producing magnetic pulses of 1 ms that were vertically deflecting the whisker. 

Trials with either whisker or auditory stimulation, as well as trials without stimulation 

(catch trials or no-stim trials) were interleaved throughout training and presented at ran-

dom inter-trial intervals ranging from 11-14 s. Catch trials were presented with 30-40% 

probability of all trials. A trial consisted of a 3 s pre-stimulus period (quiet time) followed 

by stimulus presentation (Figure 3.7). If mice licked within the 3 s quiet window, the trial 

was aborted and a 5-8 s time out period was imposed to the mouse. The reward time 

window was 1 s after stimulation. A white noise sound was used throughout training to 

mask any possible sounds that are not associated to the task. Control and data acquisi-

tion of behavior experiments were performed using a custom-written LabVIEW software 

(National Instruments). 

There are eight trial types across all different training phases (Figure 3.7, Figure 
3.8).  When licking occurred immediately after auditory stimulation (within 1 s reward 

window), water was delivered to the mouse and the trial characterized as ‘auditory hit’ 

(AHit). When mice did not lick after auditory stimulation the trial scored as ‘auditory miss’ 

(AMiss). In sessions where whisker stimulation was rewarded (whisker detection), licking 

after whisker deflection was defined as ‘whisker hit’ (WHit) and no licking as ‘whisker 

miss’ (WMiss). In sessions where whisker stimulation was not rewarded (whisker extinc-

tion), licking after whisker deflection was defined as ‘whisker false alarm’ (WFL), and 

when mice withheld licking the trial was described as ‘whisker correct rejection’ (WCR). 

During catch trials, if there was no licking, the trial was characterized as ‘correct rejec-

tion’ (CR), and if there was licking, the trial was scored as ‘false alarm’ (FA). 
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Figure 3.6: a) Schematic of experimental setup. b) Timeline of experiment’s training sessions 
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Figure 3.7: Whisker and auditory detection task. Schematic of trial structure for the 3 
different conditions of the training (AHit: auditory hit, AMiss: auditory miss, WHit:
whisker hit, WMiss: whisker miss, WFL: whisker false lick, WCR: whisker correct re-
jection, FA: false alarm, CR: correct rejection) 
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Figure 3.8: Whisker and auditory detection task. Examples of the different trial 
types 
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3.2.7 Two-photon calcium imaging 

Chronic imaging started at earliest eight days after CTB injections and cranial window 

implantation using a custom-built two-photon laser-scanning microscope (see materials 

and methods 3.2.1). Images were acquired at a frequency of 30 Hz with 512x512 pixel 

resolution. Anatomical imaging was performed during the ‘free-licking’ sessions to identi-

fy the center of C2 barrel column according to the functional (IOS) and anatomical (blood 

vessel pattern) superimposed image, which was acquired with the intrinsic imaging 

method. A z-stack of about 250 μm from the surface with 5-10 μm step was acquired. 

The imaging field-of-view (FOV) was chosen on the basis of the location of S2p and M1p 

neurons at the center of C2 barrel column and was the same across all training sessions. 

An average image of the selected FOV was created before the start of the first training 

session, which was used as the master reference image to find the same imaging loca-

tion at every session. During an imaging session data was acquired continuously (gap-

free). The behavior control program provided three analog input signals 0-5 V (Start, 

Stop, Next) to ScanImage in order to trigger the start of image acquisition, the next file 

opening to save trial data and the end of acquisition. 

 

3.2.8 Calcium imaging analysis  

Calcium imaging data analysis was performed using Matlab (MathWorks). Anatomical 

fluorescence data acquired from all channels (EGFP, Alexa-594, Alexa-647), before the 

start of the first training session, was imported into Matlab for processing. Movies were 

corrected for movement artifacts (2-D rigid translation) (Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008), and 

average images for each channel were created. A 3-channel stack image containing red 

fluorescent Alexa-594 (S2p neurons in red channel), far red Alexa-647 (M1p neurons in 

blue channel) and EGFP (all neurons expressing GCaMP6f in green channel) (Figure 
3.5.b) was formed, which was used as a master reference image. 

Functional imaging data acquired from the green channel (GCaMP6f) was import-

ed into MATLAB for processing. The first step of processing was the subtraction of back-

ground, which is the minimum fluorescence value across the entire video for each trial. 

Motion correction was performed using a Matlab routine, which performs subpixel image 

registration by cross-correlation (2-D rigid translation) (Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008). Re-

gions of interest (ROIs) corresponding to individual neurons were manually selected from 
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the master reference image of the first imaging session using ImageJ (ImageJ, National 

Institutes of Health, USA). For each session, a reference mean image over a number of 

frames (~2000-3000 frames) was created. Reference images of each session were then 

registered (affine transformation consisting of translation, rotation, scale, and shear) to 

the master reference image of the first session, and the calculated transformations were 

stored. The selected ROIs were then registered on the reference image of each session 

by applying the calculated transformations. Finally, pixel values within each ROI were av-

eraged and extracted for each frame across all imaging sessions. Calcium signals were 

expressed as relative change in fluorescence ∆F/F = (F – Fo)/Fo. Fo was calculated as 

the mean value of 60 frames before the trial start (the stimulus or no-stimulus event).  

 

1.7 Results 

3.3.1 Whisker and auditory detection task 

I trained 19 mice to perform a head-fixed go/no-go whisker and auditory detection task, 

in which mice underwent different reward conditions and stimulus presentations. In this 

task, at first mice were trained only in auditory stimulus detection (Figure 3.6.b, Figure 
3.7.a, and Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10.a). Water-restricted mice learned to detect auditory 

stimuli by reporting sensory perception through licking a reward spout to obtain water. 

Catch trials, in which no stimulus was applied, were randomly interleaved throughout 

training. Trials occurred at random inter-trial intervals ranging from 11-14 s. Mice needed 

from 1 to 5 sessions (Figure 3.6.b, Figure 3.10.a) to reach good performance (AHit rate 

= 0.66, FA rate=0.21, day 1, learning curve of mouse AV208) (Figure 3.9), (AHit rate = 

0.76±0.10, FA rate = 0.19±06, n=19, mean±SD, day before whisker detection starts, av-

erage learning curve for whisker day 1 alignment) (Figure 3.10.b). Auditory detection 

performance remained high and stable throughout training for all mice (Figure 3.10.a). 

After mice reached good performance on the auditory detection, whisker stimuli were in-

troduced in randomly interleaved trials (Figure 3.7.b, Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10.b). Mice 

rapidly learned the whisker detection task, in particular, 16 out of 19 mice developed 

good whisker performance within the first session, two mice within the second session, 

one mouse within the third session (WHit rate = 0.69, AHit = 0.89, FA rate = 0.21, day 2, 

learning curve of mouse AV208) (Figure 3.9), (WHit rate = 0.70±0.20, AHit rate = 

0.81±0.04, FA rate = 0.15±0.07, n=19, first day of whisker detection, average learning 
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curve for whisker day 1 alignment) (Figure 3.10.b). Most mice (n=17) were trained under 

these conditions for 4 to 5 training sessions (Figure 3.6.b). Only two mice had unstable 

performance during this phase and needed more training time (9 sessions). As soon as 

mice showed high performance for a minimum of 4 sessions on both whisker and audito-

ry trials (WHit rate = 0.81, AHit = 0.82, FA rate = 0.15, day 6, learning curve of mouse 

AV208) (Figure 3.9), (WHit rate = 0.80±0.01, AHit rate = 0.81±0.01, FA rate = 0.11±0.05, 

n=19, day before whisker extinction, average learning curve for extinction day 1 align-

ment) (Figure 3.10.c), they were exposed to extinction learning on whisker trials for two 

days (Figure 3.7.c, Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10.c).  In this phase of training, if mice licked 

after whisker stimulation they did not receive a water reward. Consequently, after a num-

ber of trials (variable across mice) in which mice were not rewarded upon whisker stimu-

lation, gradually they learned to withhold licking in response to whisker stimulation. At the 

first extinction session, licking performance on whisker trials dropped by half (WFL rate = 

0.45, AHit = 0.80, FA rate = 0.04, day 7, learning curve of mouse AV208) (Figure 3.9), 

(WFL rate = 0.46±0.06, AHit rate = 0.81±0.02, FA rate = 0.06±0.03, n=19, first day of 

whisker extinction, average learning curve for extinction day 1 alignment) (Figure 
3.10.c), and the second day had fallen to ~25 % (WFL rate = 0.21, AHit = 0.80, FA rate = 

0.04, day 8, learning curve of mouse AV208) (Figure 3.9), (WFL rate = 0.22±0.07, AHit 

rate = 0.81±0.01, FA rate = 0.05±0.04, n=19, last day of whisker extinction, average 

learning curve for extinction day 1 alignment) (Figure 3.10.c).  Almost all mice needed 

two sessions to learn to withhold licking in response to whisker stimulation until they dis-

played low performance on whisker extinction, except one mouse that needed three ses-

sions. After whisker extinction phase, water reward was reinstated for 3 to 6 sessions 

(Figure 3.6.b, Figure 3.7.b, Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10.c), until mice reached again high 

and stable performance for both whisker and auditory detection (WHit rate = 0.85, AHit = 

0.87, FA rate = 0.15, day 13, learning curve of mouse AV208) (Figure 3.9), (WHit rate = 

0.81±0.03, AHit rate = 0.82±0.05, FA rate = 0.09±0.06, n=19, day 7 after whisker extinc-

tion, average learning curve for extinction day 1 alignment) (Figure 3.10.c). Some mice 

restored high performance very quickly, even within the first session after extinction, 

however, there were some that needed more training sessions.  

At the last phase (post-training), some mice were subjected to a whisker particle 

control experiment and psychophysical measurements of whisker stimulus intensity dur-

ing execution of the task (Figure 3.6.b, Figure 3.11). In whisker particle control session 

(Figure 3.11.a), when the metal particle was removed from the whisker, the mice almost 
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stopped performing on whisker stimulus trials (WHit rate = 0.04±0.05, AHit rate = 

0.98±0.04, FA rate = 0.06±0.05, n=11, particle OFF) (Figure 3.11.a), which means that 

there was no sensory input or other cue triggering licking for reward. When the metal 

particle was reattached on the whisker, high performance was reinstated (WHit rate = 

0.81±0.01, AHit rate = 0.75±0.02, FA rate = 0.04±0.02, n=11, particle ON) (Figure 
3.11.a). Performance on auditory trials was high and stable throughout session. Regard-

ing the psychophysical measurements of whisker stimulus intensity, mice were trained 

for 2 to 3 sessions in three different whisker stimulus intensities, 1 ms (28 mT), 0.08 ms 

(14 mT), and 0.04 ms (8 mT). Measurements from all 2-3 sessions were grouped togeth-

er, and psychometric curves were computed for each of the 11 mice. On average, mice 

displayed the highest performance on the strongest stimulus intensity, which was the 1 

ms pulse duration (WHit rate = 0.79±0.11, AHit rate = 0.79±0.03, FA rate = 0.07±0.02, 

n=11, psychophysics) (Figure 3.11.b). Performance dropped considerably on the medi-

um stimulus intensity, which was the 0.08 ms pulse duration (WHit rate = 0.49±0.07, AHit 

rate = 0.79±0.03, FA rate = 0.07±0.02, n=11, psychophysics) (Figure 3.11.b), and on the 

smaller stimulus intensity which was the 0.04 ms, performance was little above chance 

level (Whit rate = 0.12±0.05, AHit rate = 0.79±0.03, FA rate = 0.07±0.02, n=11, psycho-

physics) (Figure 3.11.b).  

Figure 3.9: Example learning curve over days of mouse AV208. 
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Figure 3.10: Average learning curves across all mice. a) Behavior data aligned on the 1st day of 
auditory detection. b) Behavior data aligned on the 1st day of whisker detection. c) Behavior
data aligned on the 1st day of whisker extinction 
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3.3.2 Two-photon calcium imaging during task learning 

I performed in vivo calcium imaging of layer 2/3 neurons (at ~200 µm depth) through a 

cranial window using GCamp6f, a genetically encoded calcium (Figure 3.12.a). I ac-

quired imaging data from 19 mice, but for the current analysis, I have used data from only 

6 mice. These mice were selected based on their high fluorescence levels of both retro-

grade tracers in S2p and M1p neurons. In addition, most of the selected mice (5 out of 6) 

had undergone all training phases including the control particle and psychophysics. Neu-

rons were chronically followed throughout all training sessions. I analysed calcium signals 

in a total of 1704 neurons (whole population including S2p and M1p neurons), 311 S2p 

neurons, and 234 M1p neurons. Neurons displayed heterogeneous calcium signals, with 

varying amplitudes and differences in trial-by-trial variability, but with subsets clearly re-

sponding to auditory stimuli, to whisker stimuli, or both, while others responded to unre-

warded licking (Figure 3.12.a). Figure 3.12, describes the results from an example 

mouse (AV208), in which I observe overlaid single trial responses on  

Figure 3.11: a) Control experiment when iron particle was on the whisker (Particle ON) and
when iron particle was removed from the whisker (Particle OFF). b) Psychophysical experi-
ment of whisker stimulus strength for three different stimulus intensities.  
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whisker hit trials of one example S2p neuron (in red) and one M1p neuron (in blue) in a 

single session (day 2 of whisker stimulus detection) aligned to whisker stimulus event 

(Figure 3.12.b). Their average traces showed that both neurons responded in whisker hit 

trials, with the S2p neuron exhibiting a stronger response than the M1p neuron during 

reward window (1 sec after stimulation). The average calcium transients of all S2p and 

M1p neurons in this mouse demonstrated that S2p responses were larger than M1p not 

only during the reward window but also across a prolonged post-stimulus period (Figure 
3.12.c). 

 I then investigated calcium responses of the whole population of L2/3 neurons 

(n=268) in S1 of the same mouse during the execution of the task across learning ses-

sions and the different reward and stimulus conditions. I averaged the sensory-evoked 

responses for each trial type (Whit, WMiss, AHit, and AMiss) (Figure 3.13). At the first 

day of training, in which mice were trained to auditory detection, neurons were responsive 

only to auditory hit and not auditory miss trials.  At the first day of whisker stimulus 

presentation (second panel), in which mice were trained to whisker and auditory detec-

tion, I observed that the neuronal population responded to whisker hit, whisker miss and 

auditory hit trials, but calcium signals in whisker hit trials were stronger than the other two 

trial types. In both whisker hit and whisker miss trials, I noticed similar early sensory re-

sponses, but a much larger late phase response and a sustained activity after reward 

window (>1 sec) in whisker hit trials, compared to whisker miss trials in which early re-

Figure 3.12 Two-photon calcium imaging in layer 2/3 of the C2 barrel column during the
detection task in an example mouse. a) (on the left) Two-photon image of S2p and M1p
neurons in the C2 barrel column at ~200 µm depth. Superimposed image of 3-channels (see 
Figure 3.5): S2p neurons labelled with CTB Alexa-594 in red; M1p neurons labelled with CTB
Alexa-647 in blue; GCaMP6f expressing neurons in green. (on the right) Single-trial example
calcium traces of selected S2p (red) and M1p (blue) neurons at 6 concecutive trials. (below 
calcium image) Learing curve of the example mouse. b) Overlaid single-trial calcium traces of
whisker hit trials  for a selected S2p neuron (S2p_2) and a selected M1p neuron (M1p_1) 
during training session 2, which is the day that the whisker stimulation starts. Thin line 
indicates individual trial traces, and thick line indicates the average calcium trace in this 
session. (on the right). Overlaid average calcium traces of the selected S2p and M1p neuron.
c) Overlaid average calcium traces of whisker hit trials for individual S2p and M1p neurons 
during training session 2, which is the day that the whisker stimulation starts. Thin line
indicates average traces individual neurons, and thick line indicates grand average calcium
trace of S2p and M1p, respectively (on the right). Overlaid grand average calcium traces of
S2p and M1p neurons. 
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sponse returned to baseline shortly after whisker stimulation. Auditory hit response was 

smaller and delayed compared to both whisker hit and miss trials, but lasted throughout 

the trial duration and displayed an increase after the reward window that reached the 

same level as the sustained response after reward window in whisker hit trials. Longitudi-

nal observation across training phases showed a gradual reduction of calcium responses 

on whisker hit, compared to whisker miss trials in which activity remained relatively sta-

ble. Given that mice learned to withhold their licking to whisker stimulation, in the two ex-

tinction sessions I notice that the sustained response after reward window was complete-

ly supressed in whisker false lick trials. Only after reward was reinstated, sustained re-

sponse after reward window gradually increased (day 4 after extinction), but was less 

prominent than in early training sessions. Auditory hit trial responses also displayed a 

progressive reduction across sessions. 

Similar results were observed in the grand average responses across mice (n=6) 

(Figure 3.14).  The grand average fluorescence time courses indicate that neurons in 

L2/3 (n=1704) responded to whisker hit/false lick, whisker miss/correct rejection, auditory 

hit, auditory miss and false alarm trials. The strongest neural response was observed in 

whisker hit trials and displayed a sustained activity after reward window only in early 

training sessions. Whisker hit transients exhibited a reduction over sessions. Grand aver-

age calcium response in whisker miss trials was smaller than whisker hit, and similarly to 

the example mouse data, returned back to baseline shortly after stimulation. Whisker 

miss transients remained stable over sessions. As expected, grand average auditory hit 

response was smaller and delayed compared to whisker hit and miss trials, and remained 

stable over sessions. I found that some L2/3 neurons were also activated in auditory miss 

trials, with a similar delay to auditory hit trials, but much smaller amplitude and duration. 

Grand average auditory miss responses remained relatively stable across sessions. Fur-

thermore, I also found L2/3 neurons in C2 barrel responding to spontaneous unrewarded 

licking (false alarm trials). These findings demonstrate that L2/3 neuronal population re-

sponded to both whisker and auditory stimulation, with whisker stimulus evoked respons-

es been stronger and faster than in auditory stimulation across all sessions and reward 

conditions. Responses in S1 correlated with task performance, and those responses re-

mained relatively stable across most training sessions and under different reward condi-

tions.  

A similar pattern of results was obtained in S2p neurons (n=48) for both the exam-

ple mouse and grand average responses across mice (Figure 3.15, Figure 3.16). In the 
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example mouse data, the response of S2p neurons was overall smaller than the whole 

population of neurons in whisker hit, whisker miss and auditory hit responses in most 

training sessions. In grand average responses, there was a small reduction comparing 

S2p neurons and the whole population observed in whisker miss and auditory hit trials, 

while those responses remained stable over sessions. However, a larger overall reduc-

tion comparing S2p neurons and the whole population was observed in whisker hit trials. 

In addition, a noticeable decrease was observed when comparing whisker hit calcium 

transients of the first session (whisker detection day 1) to all other training sessions. In 

both the example mouse and grand average data, the response pattern in M1p neurons 

(n=44) was analogous to S2p neurons, but considerably reduced especially for whisker 

hit and auditory hit trials (Figure 3.17, Figure 3.18). These results suggest that both S2p 

and M1p neurons responded to both whisker and auditory stimulation, with whisker stimu-

lus evoked responses been stronger and faster than in auditory stimulation across all 

sessions and reward conditions. Overall, both S2p and M1p neurons exhibited similar but 

smaller amplitude responses compared to the whole L2/3 population of neurons in S1. 

Next, I compared average responses between S2p and M1p neurons in whisker 

hit, whisker miss, auditory hit and auditory miss trials for both the example mouse and 

across all mice over sessions. In whisker hit trials of the example mouse data (Figure 
3.19), responses of S2p neurons were clearly stronger than M1p neurons, especially in 

early training sessions and late sessions after extinction, in which the mouse reinstated 

high performance. This difference was very small in the second day of extinction and the 

two following days, in which the mouse was clearly ignoring whisker stimulation. In grand 

average responses across mice, S2p neural responses were stronger than M1p, their dif-

ference remained relatively stable across all sessions (Figure 3.20). Calcium signals in 

whisker miss trials, for both the example mouse and grand average data (Figure 3.21, 
Figure 3.22), were slightly larger in S2p than M1p neurons. This small difference re-

mained stable across sessions and reward conditions. In auditory hit trials, responses 

were larger for S2p neurons than M1p in the example mouse average data, but only in 

early training sessions and late sessions after extinction, in which the mouse reinstated 

high performance (Figure 3.23). However, in auditory hit grand average data (Figure 
3.24), S2p responses were larger than M1p, and this difference remained stable across 

all training sessions. Finally, when comparing results of S2p and M1p neurons in auditory 

miss trials, there was no difference in their responses across all sessions in both the ex-

ample mouse and grand average data (Figure 3.25, Figure 3.26). Taken together these 
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data demonstrated a stronger response in S2p neurons compared to M1p that correlated 

with task performance, and remained relatively stable across most training sessions and 

under different reward conditions.  

These findings are in agreement for all six mice used in the current analysis. Fig-
ure 3.27, displays data of individual mice in a single training session (whisker detection 

day 2) for whisker hit trials, in which again I observed that S2p responses were stronger 

than M1p in all six mice. I then quantified the mean peak response within 1 sec reward 

window, as well as the mean response for five different phases after stimulus presenta-

tion: very early (33-132 ms), early (132-231 ms), late (231-429 ms), very late (429-1000 

ms), and hyper late (1000-3600 ms). I found that the mean peak response in the reward 

window for whisker hit trials was significantly higher in S2p neurons compared to M1p 

(peak DF/F S2p: 0.086 ± 0.016, M1p: 0.059 ± 0.014, p = 0.03125, n = 6 mice, Wilcoxon 

signed-rank paired test). Similarly, S2p mean responses were significantly higher than 

M1p for all the different phases (very early DF/F S2p: 0.019 ± 0.005, M1p: 0.015 ± 0.005, 

p = 0.03125; early DF/F S2p: 0.052 ± 0.013, M1p: 0.036 ± 0.010, p = 0.03125; late DF/F 

S2p: 0.069 ± 0.018, M1p: 0.042 ± 0.014, p = 0.03125; very late DF/F S2p: 0.042 ± 0.015, 

M1p: 0.023 ± 0.009, p = 0.03125; hyper late DF/F S2p: 0.016 ± 0.011, M1p: 0.002 ± 

0.006, p = 0.03125; n = 6 mice, Wilcoxon signed-rank paired test). The smallest differ-

ence in activity during task performance between S2p and M1p neurons was observed 

during the very early (33 - 132 ms) period upon whisker stimulation. The largest differ-

ence in activity during task performance between S2p and M1p neurons was observed 

during the late (231-429 ms) and very late (429-1000 ms) period upon whisker stimula-

tion. These results suggest that across mice, S2p neurons compared to M1p, not only 

exhibited a higher mean peak response correlated with task performance, but also a 

higher response in all the post-whisker-stimulus time windows during the trial, with the 

largest difference observed in the late and very late phase after whisker deflection. 

I next analysed average responses of individual S2p (n = 311) and M1p (n= 234) 

neurons across all six mice (Figure 3.28.a). In a single training session (whisker detec-

tion day 2) for whisker hit trials, both cell types displayed diverse responses. However, on 

average S2p neuronal responses were larger than M1p (Figure 3.28.b). When compar-

ing mean peak response in the reward window for single S2p and M1p neurons (Figure 
3.28.c), I observed that S2p responses were significantly higher than M1p (peak DF/F 

S2p: 0.086 ± 0.077, M1p: 0.059 ± 0.042, p = 0.042 × 10-9, Wilcoxon rank sum unpaired 

test). I found similar results for all the different phases, demonstrating significantly higher 
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responses in S2p than M1p neurons (very early DF/F S2p: 0.019 ± 0.014, M1p: 0.015 ± 

0.011, p = 0.021; early DF/F S2p: 0.052 ± 0.049, M1p: 0.036 ± 0.028, p = 0.013 × 10-4; 

late DF/F S2p: 0.069 ± 0.074, M1p: 0.042 ± 0.044, p = 0.011 × 10-7; very late DF/F S2p: 

0.042 ± 0.055, M1p: 0.023 ± 0.035, p = 0.059 × 10-7; hyper late DF/F S2p: 0.015 ± 0.041, 

M1p: 0.001 ± 0.027, p = 0.055 × 10-4; Wilcoxon rank sum unpaired test). Again, the 

smallest difference in activity during task performance between S2p and M1p neurons 

was observed during the very early (33 - 132 ms)  period, and the largest difference was 

observed during the late (231-429 ms) and very late (429-1000 ms) periods. These find-

ings suggest that although both S2p and M1p neurons displayed a diversity of sensory 

evoked responses, on average these responses were higher in S2p neurons than M1p 

for all the observed time windows during the trial, with the largest difference observed in 

the late and very late phase after whisker deflection. 

Observations on whisker hit trials across training sessions showed that the mean 

peak response of S2p neurons remained higher than M1p neurons in all sessions (Figure 
3.29). However, both S2p and M1p mean peak responses displayed an overall reduction 

over sessions. A similar response pattern was observed in the late (231-429 ms) and the 

very late (429-1000 ms) phases. In the early phase (132-231 ms), even though response 

was stably higher in S2p than M1p neurons over sessions, there was a less marked re-

duction observed in S2p neurons across days, whereas M1p neurons appeared to reduce 

their early phase response across training days. In the very early phase (33-132 ms), S2p 

stimulus evoked response was slightly higher than M1p, but both responses remained 

stable across sessions. Likewise, in the hyper late post-reward phase (1000-3600 ms), 

S2p response was a little higher than M1p. Together, these results demonstrate that S2p 

response remained higher than M1p across all training sessions, but both displayed a 

progressive reduction in their peak responses as well as in late and very late phases dur-

ing the trial.  

In the last part, I analysed responses during spontaneous unrewarded licking (lick 

triggered analysis on false alarm trials) (Figure 3.30). Both S2p and M1p neurons re-

sponded before and during the tongue contact with the water spout (1st lick). When com-

paring S2p and M1p average neuronal responses across mice, I observed that in the very 

first training session (auditory detection day 1) S2p response appeared to be only a little 

higher than the M1p. However, over the course of training this difference between S2p 

and M1p responses appeared to increase (in whisker detection day 1, day 2, and day be-

fore extinction). During the two extinction sessions, the difference between S2p and M1p 
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response seemed slightly reduced and resembled that of the very first training session 

(auditory detection day 1).  When the reward on the whisker stimulation trials was rein-

stated, the difference between S2p and M1p response gradually appeared to display a 

small increase. These findings suggest that both S2p and M1p neurons responded during 

spontaneous licking, but S2p neuronal response was larger than M1p across sessions. 

Next, I analysed average responses of individual S2p (n = 311) and M1p (n= 234) 

neurons during spontaneous unrewarded licking in a single training session (whisker de-

tection day 2) and across mice (Figure 3.31.a, b & c). Most S2p and M1p neurons dis-

played a diversity of responses during spontaneous licking (Figure 3.31.a).  Larger calci-

um responses were observed for S2p neurons compared to M1p neurons (Figure 
3.31.b). I then quantified mean response before (100 - 33 ms) and after (33 - 165 ms) the 

mouse tongue first contacted the spout (1st lick) (Figure 3.31.c).  Licking-related average 

calcium response before the 1st lick was significantly higher in S2p neurons (before 1st 

lick DF/F S2p: 0.023 ± 0.039, M1p: 0.013 ± 0.022, p=0.14 × 10-3; Wilcoxon rank sum un-

paired test). Similarly, the average calcium response after the 1st lick was also larger in 

S2p neurons compared to M1p (after 1st lick DF/F S2p: 0.037 ± 0.059, M1p: 0.021 ± 

0.031, p=0.14 × 10-3; Wilcoxon rank sum unpaired test). Finally, I followed mean re-

sponses before and after the 1st lick over sessions (Figure 3.31.d).  S2p neuronal re-

sponses remained higher than M1p across all training sessions in both before and after 

the 1st lick period. These results show that although both S2p and M1p neurons displayed 

a diversity of responses during spontaneous licking, on average these responses were 

higher in S2p neurons than M1p and remained higher and relatively stable across ses-

sions. 
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Figure 3.13: Average response of the whole population of L2/3 neurons in wS1 on different trial
types (AHit: auditory hit, AMiss: auditory miss, WHit: whisker hit, WMiss: whisker miss, WFL:
whisker false lick, WCR: whisker correct rejection) over training sessions for an example mouse
(AV208). Dashed line indicates stimulation event. 

AV208 – All neurons 
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Grand Average - All mice - All neurons 

Figure 3.14: Grand average response of the whole population of L2/3 neurons in wS1 on different 
trial types (WHitWFL: whisker hit or whisker false lick, AHit: auditory hit, WMiss: whisker miss,
AMiss: auditory miss, FA: false alarm, and CR:  correct rejection) over training sessions across 6
mice. Dashed line indicates stimulation event. 
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Figure 3.15: Average response of S2p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on different trial types (AHit: audito-
ry hit, AMiss: auditory miss, WHit: whisker hit, WMiss: whisker miss, WFL: whisker false lick, WCR:
whisker correct rejection) over training sessions for an example mouse (AV208). Dashed line indi-
cates stimulation event. 

AV208 – S2p neurons 
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Grand Average - All mice - S2p neurons 

Figure 3.16: Grand average response of S2p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on different trial types (WHit-
WFL: whisker hit or whisker false lick, AHit: auditory hit, WMiss: whisker miss, AMiss: auditory miss, 
FA: false alarm, and CR: correct rejection) over training sessions across 6 mice. Dashed line indi-
cates stimulation event. 
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Figure 3.17: Average response of M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on different trial types (AHit: audito-
ry hit, AMiss: auditory miss, WHit: whisker hit, WMiss: whisker miss, WFL: whisker false lick, WCR:
whisker correct rejection) over training sessions for an example mouse (AV208). Dashed line indi-
cates stimulation event. 

AV208 - M1p neurons 
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Grand Average - All mice - M1p neurons 

Figure 3.18: Grand average response of M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on different trial types (WHit-
WFL: whisker hit or whisker false lick, AHit: auditory hit, WMiss: whisker miss, AMiss: auditory miss, 
FA: false alarm, and CR:  correct rejection) over training sessions across 6 mice. Dashed line indi-
cates stimulation event. 
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Figure 3.19: Average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on whisker hit trials over
training sessions for an example mouse (AV208). Dashed line indicates stimulation event. 

AV208 - Whisker hit trials S2p / M1p 
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Grand Average - All mice - Whisker hit trials S2p / M1p 

Figure 3.20: Grand average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on whisker hit trials 
over training sessions across 6 mice. Dashed line indicates stimulation event. Thick line corresponds 
to grand average calcium trace across mice, thin line corresponds to average calcium trace for a 
single mouse. 
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Figure 3.21: Average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on whisker miss trials 
over training sessions for an example mouse (AV208). Dashed line indicates stimulation event. 

  

AV208 - Whisker miss trials S2p / M1p 
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Grand Average - All mice - Whisker miss trials S2p / M1p 

Figure 3.22: Grand average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on whisker miss trials
over training sessions across 6 mice. Dashed line indicates stimulation event. Thick line corresponds
to grand average calcium trace across mice, thin line corresponds to average calcium trace for a sin-
gle mouse. 
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Figure 3.23: Average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on auditory hit trials over
training sessions for an example mouse (AV208). Dashed line indicates stimulation event. 

AV208 - Auditory hit trials S2p / M1p 
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Figure 3.24: Grand average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on auditory hit trials 
over training sessions across 6 mice. Dashed line indicates stimulation event. Thick line corre-
sponds to grand average calcium trace across mice, thin line corresponds to average calcium trace 
for a single mouse. 

Grand Average - All mice - Auditory hit trials S2p / M1p 
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AV208 - Auditory miss trials S2p / M1p 

Figure 3.25: Average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on auditory miss trials
over training sessions for an example mouse (AV208). Dashed line indicates stimulation event. 
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Grand Average - All mice - Auditory miss trials S2p / M1p 

Figure 3.26: Grand average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on auditory miss trials 
over training sessions across 6 mice. Dashed line indicates stimulation event. Thick line corresponds
to grand average calcium trace across mice, thin line corresponds to average calcium trace for a sin-
gle mouse. 
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Figure 3.27: Average responses across 6 mice of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 on a single
training session (Day 2 of whisker detection) for whisker hit trials (WHit). Average learning curve
indicates the selected training session. Overlaid single mice average traces (thin lines demonstrate
individual mice average responses for S2p in re and M1p in blue, thick lines demonstrates the
grand average response across mice, dashed line indicates stimulation event).  Quantification of 
the different phases: very early (33-132 ms), early (132-231 ms), late (231-429 ms), very late (429-
1000 ms), and hyper late (1000-3600 ms). Wilcoxon signed-rank paired test. 
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Figure 3.28: Single neurons analysis for S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 across 6 mice on
a single training session (Day 2 of whisker detection) for whisker hit trials. a) Overlaid average
response traces of single S2p and M1p neurons .Thick line corresponds to grand average
across all neurons. b) Overlaid grand average response of S2p and M1p neurons. c) Quantifi-
cation of mean peak response within 1 sec reward window, very early (33-132 ms), early (132-
231 ms), late (231-429 ms), very late (429-1000 ms) and hyper late (1000-3600 ms) response
after stimulus presentation of single neurons. Dashed line indicates stimulation event. In the
box plots, the central line indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indi-
cate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers show the most extreme data
points not including outliers, and the outliers are indicated using the '+' symbol. Open circles
represent individual neurons. Wilcoxon rank-sum unpaired test was used for statistical compari-
sons. 
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Figure 3.29: Longitudinal observation  of mean peak (in 1 sec reward window), very early (33-
132 ms), early (132-231 ms), late (231-429 ms), very late (429-1000 ms) and hyper late (1000-
3600 ms)  response after stimulus presentation across 6 mice for whisker hit/whisker false lick
trials in S2p and M1p neurons. 
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Grand Average - All mice – False Alarm - Lick Triggered - S2p / M1p 

Figure 3.30: Lick triggered analysis: Grand average response of S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in
wS1 on false alarm trials over training sessions across 6 mice. Dashed line indicates 1st lick event. 
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Figure 3.31: Single neurons analysis for S2p and M1p neurons of L2/3 in wS1 across 6 mice on a
single training session (Day 2 of whisker detection) for false alarm trials. a) Overlaid average re-
sponse traces of single S2p and M1p neurons. Thick line corresponds to grand average across all 
neurons. b) Overlaid grand average response of S2p and M1p neurons. c) Quantification of mean 
response before (100-33 ms) and after (33-165 ms) the 1st lick of single neurons. d) Longitudinal
observation of mean response before and after the 1st lick of S2p and M1p neurons. Dashed line 
indicates the 1st lick event. In the box plots, the central line indicates the median, and the bottom
and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers show 
the most extreme data points not including outliers, and the outliers are indicated using the '+' 
symbol. Open circles represent individual neurons. Wilcoxon rank-sum unpaired test was used for 
statistical comparisons. 
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1.8 Discussion 

In summary, I studied cortico-cortical dynamics in primary whisker S1 of mice during 

learning of a whisker and auditory detection task. At first mice were trained only in audi-

tory stimulus detection. After mice reached good performance on the auditory detection, 

whisker stimuli were introduced in randomly interleaved trials. Licking in response to 

whisker stimuli was also rewarded, and mice rapidly learned to lick on both whisker and 

auditory trials. As soon as mice became experts in the detection of both sensory modali-

ties, they underwent two days of reward extinction on whisker trials, in which mice 

learned to withhold licking in response to whisker stimulation. Finally, reward was rein-

stated in whisker trials, and most mice learned relatively quickly to lick after whisker 

stimulation. I used transgenic mice expressing GCaMP6f in L2/3 neurons combined with 

two-photon microscopy and retrograde labeling techniques, to chronically monitored the 

activity of excitatory layer 2/3 neurons in S1 projecting to M1p or S2p, while mice learned 

the behavioral task.  

Chronic calcium imaging analysis demonstrated that L2/3 neuronal populations in 

S1 responded to both whisker and auditory stimulation, with whisker stimulus evoked re-

sponses been stronger and faster than for auditory stimulation. L2/3 neuronal responses 

in S1 correlated with task performance, and those responses remained relatively stable 

across most training sessions and under different reward conditions. Both S2p and M1p 

neurons exhibited smaller responses in amplitude compared to the whole L2/3 neuronal 

population, but similarly, responded to both whisker and auditory stimulation, with whisk-

er stimulus evoked responses been stronger and faster than in auditory stimulation, while 

remaining stable across most training sessions and under different reward conditions.  

When I compared S2p and M1p neurons in different trial types (whisker hit, 

whisker miss, auditory hit, auditory miss), a stronger response was evoked in S2p than 

M1p neurons that was correlated with task performance, and remained relatively stable 

across most training sessions and under different reward conditions. In particular, re-

sponses of S2p neurons in whisker hit trials were stronger than M1p neurons, and their 

difference remained relatively higher across all sessions and reward conditions. Calcium 

signals in whisker miss trials were slightly larger in S2p than M1p neurons, and this dif-

ference remained relatively stable across sessions. Likewise, in auditory hit trials, S2p 

responses were larger than M1p, and this difference remained stable across all training 
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sessions. However, in auditory miss trials there was no difference between S2p and M1p 

responses across all sessions and reward conditions. 

When I investigated calcium responses in different phases during trial (very early, 

early, late, very late, and hyper late), S2p neurons displayed a larger response in all dif-

ferent phases than M1p neurons, as well as a higher mean peak response. The smallest 

difference observed in the very early phase (33 -132 ms), and the largest differences ob-

served in the late (231-429 ms) and very late (429 - 1000 ms) phase after whisker deflec-

tion. In single neurons analysis, although both S2p and M1p neurons displayed a diversi-

ty of sensory evoked responses, on average these responses were higher in S2p neu-

rons than M1p for all the different phases after whisker stimulation. S2p evoked respons-

es remained higher than M1p response across all training sessions, but both displayed a 

progressive reduction in their peak responses as well as in late and very late phases. 

Furthermore, both S2p and M1p neurons responded during spontaneous licking, but the 

S2p neuronal response was larger than that for M1p neurons across sessions. Although 

both S2p and M1p neuronal responses were diverse during spontaneous licking, on av-

erage these responses were higher in S2p neurons than M1p and remained higher and 

relatively stable across sessions. 

Prior experimental studies (Sato & Svoboda, 2010; Chen et al., 2013; Yamashita 

et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Clancy et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Yamashita & Pe-

tersen, 2016; Chen et al., 2016) investigated in vivo responses of S1 neurons that pro-

ject to either S2 or M1 and have shown that these neurons have distinct intrinsic and 

task-related response properties. My results are in good agreement with a previous 

study, in which electrophysiological recordings were performed in S2p and M1p neurons 

of S1 during a whisker detection task in expert as well as in naïve mice (Yamashita & Pe-

tersen, 2016).  In this study, whisker stimulation in expert mice, evoked the strongest re-

sponse in S2p neurons correlated with task performance. In addition, the largest differ-

ence in activity during task performance between S2p and M1p neurons was observed 

during the lick period, which was 250-1000 ms upon whisker stimulation. These results 

are consistent with my findings, in which the strongest response was observed in S2p 

neurons and the largest difference between S2p and M1p responses displayed during 

the late (231-429 ms) and very late (429 - 1000 ms) phase after whisker deflection.  

However, in this electrophysiological study, whisker stimulation in naïve mice evoked the 

strongest response in M1p neurons correlated with task performance. Thus, task learn-

ing induced choice-related responses specifically in S2p neurons. This contrasts with my 
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results, in which whisker stimulation evoked stronger responses in S2p neurons from the 

very first day of whisker detection. Furthermore, in the electrophysiological study (Yama-

shita & Petersen, 2016), task learning induced enhanced activity during spontaneous 

licking only in S2p neurons. In contrast, in my results I found that spontaneous licking 

evoked responses in both S2p and M1p neurons, with S2p neurons exhibiting stronger 

responses across all training sessions. In another study, S2p and M1p neurons in S1 

were monitored during the execution of a texture discrimination task, and has shown that 

S2p neurons encode the different textures more accurately, as well as exhibit stronger 

choice-related responses compared to M1p neurons (Chen et al., 2013). Learning of this 

task induced choice-related activity only in S2p neurons (Chen et al., 2015). I speculate 

that in my results, I did not observe task learning induced responses in S2p neurons, be-

cause in my task mice were exposed to an auditory detection task prior to the presenta-

tion of whisker detection in the behavioral paradigm. Therefore, mice were already en-

gaged to a stimulus-reward association task, and they could rapidly learn the newly pre-

sented whisker-reward association within one session. The reason why I introduced the 

phase of only auditory stimulus detection prior to the introduction of the whisker detec-

tion, was that I wanted to establish a baseline licking behavior in mice, in order to exclu-

sively focus my study on the whisker stimulus learning-related changes in S1 while ex-

cluding possible general effects of learning to lick in the reward spout. In addition, I was 

were interested to examine, how a second sensory modality is processed in S1, and how 

stable this is during learning.  

Choice-related responses of S2p neurons in S1 that are acquired during learning 

might be inherited by a feedback pathway from S2 (Chen et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2016; 

Yang et al., 2016). Imaging experiments in both S1 and S2 have shown that S1 encoded 

whisker stimulus better than S2, while S2 encoded better perceptual choice. Further-

more, imaging of S2 axons in S1 in mice performing a whisker detection task have 

demonstrated that choice-related information propagates from S2 to S1 enhancing 

choice-related responses in S1 (Kwon et al., 2016). 

In the present study, I focused the analysis only on 6 out of 19 recorded animals, 

due to time limitation reasons. Future work should concentrate on the analysis of the first 

day of whisker stimulus detection on a trial-by-trial basis, in order to investigate possible 

learning-related changes that gradually develop over time in S2p and M1p neurons. Fur-

ther investigation can be done on lick-triggered analysis of catch trials on the first phase 

of training, in which there is only auditory stimulus detection, on a day-by-day analysis 
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across sessions, as well as trial-by-trial analysis on the first auditory detection session. In 

my experiments, I used high-speed videography throughout training to film whisker posi-

tion during task learning. Thus, analysis of these data will help us to investigate the influ-

ence of whisking behavior on neuronal activity during task learning. Finally, another part 

of the dataset that is interesting to be analysed is the calcium imaging recordings during 

psychophysical measurements, in which mice were trained for 2 to 3 sessions in three 

different whisker stimulus intensities. Hence, further work on the psychophysical meas-

urements combined with neurometric analysis will help us to understand the impact of 

whisker stimulus intensity in neuronal responses of projection neurons in S1 during the 

execution of the detection task. 

In future research, optogenetic inactivation of S1 during the whisker and auditory 

task is important to be conducted in order to examine the causal role of S1 in the execu-

tion of the task across the different reward conditions. In addition, it will be interesting to 

investigate specifically the causal roles of S2p neurons in S1 during the execution of the 

task. A recent anatomical study of long-range axonal projections of layer 2/3 neurons in 

S1, has shown that these neurons not only project  to M1 and S2 areas, but also the 

dysgranular zone surrounding S1, perirhinal temporal association cortex, and striatum 

(Yamashita et al., 2018). Therefore, future experiments could investigate responses of 

L2/3 neurons in S1 projecting to perirhinal temporal association cortex or striatum during 

sensorimotor learning. Furthermore, an interesting future work could be the implementa-

tion of a modified version of the whisker and auditory detection task, in which after the in-

itial auditory detection phase, mice can be introduced to whisker stimulation non-

rewarded trials, and as soon as they learn to withhold licking in response to whisker 

stimulation, to start rewarding the whisker stimulus trials again. One can turn on and off 

reward multiple times, and study the effect of reward-based learning during these alter-

nations. 

An important limitation of the current study is that CTB might hinder GCaMP6f sig-

nals. This might explain the observation that calcium responses of the whole population of 

neurons were stronger compared to CTB labeled neurons. A control experiment to investi-

gate this could be the post-hoc labeling of L2/3 neurons in S1 with CTB and the identifica-

tion of the recorded neurons. Because two-photon microscopes have an elongated point 

spread function along the z-axis, the signals imaged in a given focal plane are contaminat-

ed by signals from above and below this plane. The fluorescence signal from a given ROI 

is thus usually contaminated by signals from surrounding neurites (axons and dendrites) 
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as well as nearby neuronal somata. Correcting for such out-of-focus contamination is par-

ticularly critical for calcium imaging experiments. In the current analysis, correction for neuropil 

contamination was not performed, thus it is an important step to be implanted in future analysis 

using available algorithms (Keemink et al., 2018; Dipoppa et al., 2018). In head-fixed mice, lick-

ing to obtain water reward produces stereotyped brain motion that might interfere with two-

photon calcium imaging of neuronal activity. In the current analysis, movement-related arti-

facts were corrected post-hoc in the x-y plane for the acquired data. When movement was 

slow relative to the frame acquisition rate (~30 Hz), the image registration used in this 

analysis was sufficient to correct for lateral shifts. When faster movements occurred during 

frame scanning, more sophisticated algorithms are needed to correct for within-frame dis-

tortions (line-by-line motion correction, Dombeck et al., 2007). However, motion correction 

along the z-axis is a more complex problem, thus it was not performed in this study. One 

possible future solution on this is the fast 3-D scanning using a piezoelectric focusing ele-

ment (Andermann et al., 2010) or acousto-optic lenses (Katona et al., 2012). Another pos-

sible solution is the online optical correction of z-axis brain motion during two-photon imag-

ing using refocusing with an electrically tunable lens (Chen et al., 2013). There are thus 

further investigations that need to be done in order to understand the functional differences 

between S2- and M1-projection neurons in L2/3 of S1. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions 
 

 

 

In this thesis, I studied the structure and function of a specific subset of cortico-cortical 

long-range projection neurons in mouse primary somatosensory whisker barrel cortex 

(S1).  

In the first part of my thesis, I studied the projections of L2/3 neurons in S1 using 

transgenic mice and viral injections targeted to the center of C2 barrel column. Long-

range axonal projections were found in cortex and striatum, but not in other subcortical 

brain areas. In particular, I found that L2/3 neurons in S1 densely projected to secondary 

whisker somatosensory cortex (S2) and primary/secondary whisker motor cortex (M1/2), 

in agreement with previous studies, (Miller et al., 2001; Hoffer et al., 2003, 2005; Aronoff 

et al., 2010; Zakiewicz et al., 2011). Lower density of axons was found in perirhinal tem-

poral association cortex and striatum. In addition, another region in which axons were 

found is the PP, which is most likely part of the secondary visual cortex where visual and 

somatosensory information are integrated (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Wang et al., 

2012; Olcese et al., 2013). Furthermore, axonal spots were observed in the dysgranualr 

zone surrounding S1, consistent with previous research (Broser et al., 2008). Finally, 

sparse axonal projections were found in contralateral somatosensory cortex. However, 

further work is required to study in depth the structure of L2/3 projections. Future experi-

ments must determine whether L2/3 projection neurons can be unambiguously divided in-

to different classes and if so how many. Many neurons projected to multiple distant tar-

gets, and in future work it will be important to investigate the function of neurons with 

known axonal arborisations. 
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In the second part of my thesis, I studied the function of L2/3 neurons in S1 that 

project to either S2 or M1, which appeared to be two major and largely non-overlapping 

groups of S1 projection neurons. Only a few previous studies have investigated what the 

two pathways encode and their activity during learning of a sensorimotor task.  (Sato and 

Svoboda, 2010; Chen et al., 2013, 2015; Yamashita et al., 2013; Kwon et al., 2016; 

Yamashita and Petersen, 2016). I found that stimulus-evoked responses were larger in 

neurons projecting to S2 compared to those projecting to M1. Signaling from S1 to S2 

may therefore be more important for task performance compared to signaling from S1 to 

M1. Consistent with such a hypothesis, inactivation of either S1 or S2, but not M1, hin-

ders performance in a closely-related whisker detection task (Le Merre et al., 2018). In-

terestingly, the responses of neurons in L2/3 of S1 appeared to be relatively little affected 

by reward contingencies. Neuronal activity in S1 therefore does not appear to strongly 

encode the value of the sensory stimulus, whereas this might be more strongly repre-

sented in higher brain areas such as mPFC and dCA1 (Le Merre et al., 2018). Future ex-

periments should investigate other types of neurons in S1, which might be differently reg-

ulated across learning, and it will also be interesting to image neuronal activity in other 

brain areas. 

In conclusion, this thesis contributes to our knowledge about the structure and 

function of specific types of cortical projection neurons in S1, helping to better understand 

how specific sensory information is routed to downstream areas for further processing 

during goal-directed behaviour and sensorimotor learning. 
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